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ABSTRACT 
 

This thesis suggests that proliferating immigration discourse in the interwar period shapes 

subjective narratives of immigration at that time. First, it performs a reading of Carlos Bulosan’s 

America is in the Heart to suggest that what Anne Anlin Cheng calls racial melancholia shapes 

the form and the content of Bulosan’s work. Thinking transpacifically, this thesis tracks 

moments in which Bulosan’s kinetic storytelling crosses temporal and oceanic boundaries. These 

moments, it suggests, break with traditional readings of Bulosan that envision his text as 

ultimately naturalized or assimilated to an American future. In the second chapter, the thesis 

examines the 1934 Tydings-McDuffie act and Franklin Roosevelt’s 1936 Address Marking the 

Fiftieth Anniversary of the Statue of Liberty as examples of the proliferating, racial, and future-

faced juridical and political discourse surrounding immigration and assimilation at the time. 

Ultimately, the thesis suggests, Bulosan’s text is neither a disruption of nor a reflection of this 

discourse, which forms what Lauren Berlant calls a “National Symbolic.” Rather, texts that 

describe and are shaped by embodied, subjective experiences of immigration are participants in 

discourse, both part of and fragmented by the discourse that surrounds them. Following recent 

developments in human rights studies, this thesis calls for attention to such embodied texts. 
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Introduction: Horizons and Boundaries 
 

 Carlos Bulosan’s America is in the Heart relies, in both its plot and its form, on roads. As 

a poor peasant child in the Philippines, as a migrant laborer across the United States West Coast, 

and finally as a socialist organizer traveling through California, Bulosan’s semi-autobiographical 

protagonist, Carlos, travels ceaselessly. The affective charge of “the road” in American literature 

could not have been lost on Bulosan, who was an avid reader, as he wrote. Even as Carlos uses it 

to flee from violence or the threat of violence, the road remains charged with that dominant 

symbolic valence of opportunity and possibility.  

 Though he imagines America embracing him as he travels into the endlessly dissolving 

horizon, the road in America is often a dangerous space for Carlos. At one point, soon after he 

arrives from the Philippines, Carlos helps his friend José who suffers by the side of the road. “On 

the highway,” they are poor brown men in trouble, and motorists refuse “to take a dying man” to 

seek medical help. Yet once the men arrive at a hospital, “among white people—Americans like 

those who had denied [them]” on the highway, doctors and nurses offer aid. The highway is a 

space that represents future opportunity, but it is also a space of present rejection; in the hospital, 

white people, who have rejected a helping on the road, adopt the role of healers, turning from 

“cruel” to “kind.”1 Carlos struggles to understand these paradoxes.  

 Such paradoxes inevitably arise in what Viet Thanh Nguyen calls “American pluralism’s 

promise of inclusion” in the interwar period.2 In official spaces, white Americans (for Bulosan, 

“American” is often synonymous with “white”) embody the roles of welcoming, universal 

healers, though they fail to carry this promise forward into private spaces. The contrast between 

                                                
1 Carlos Bulosan, America is in the Heart: A Personal History (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2014), 147. 
2 Viet Thanh Nguyen, “Wounded Bodies and the Cold War: Freedom, Materialism, and 
Revolution in Asian American Literature, 1946-1957,” in Race and Resistance : Literature and Politics in Asian 
America (Oxford University Press, 2002), 78. Proquest. 
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the road and the hospital experiences of America leads Carlos to question: “Why was America so 

kind and yet so cruel?... Was there no common denominator on which we could all meet?”3 

Nguyen argues that Bulosan’s personal inability to believe in the promise of inclusion prevents 

him from fully articulating a “conviction in American possibility” through Carlos in America.4 

The symbol of the road, which both allows for and upsets Carlos’s belief in America’s mission, 

helps to clarify the nature of his paradoxical experience within and in relation to the nation. Such 

contradictions pervade Carlos’s experience, as progress and regression, belief and disbelief, 

participation and exclusion disrupt one another endlessly Filipino immigrant life in America in 

the 1930s and 40s.  

 While Carlos’s experience represents a specifically Filipino relation to local West Coast 

spaces and prejudices, it operates in relation to an overarching symbolic vision of “America” that 

the nation, at the time, worked to perpetuate both domestically and internationally. In the 

interwar period, at least in official spaces and rhetoric, America described itself as welcoming 

healer. This vision shaped perceptions of America even outside of official channels. America 

represented the “New World” for immigrants. Socialist communities in which Carlos takes part 

imagined, in it, a utopian New World. Beginning in the Progressive Era, the channel of 

educational, military, and economic entanglements that spread “America” overseas enabled 

thinkers as far away as the Philippines to identify with symbolic attachments to the American 

vision. Born in the colonized Philippines during the Progressive Era, Carlos organically forms a 

belief in an American brand that was simultaneously a transoceanic “healer” of all and as the 

“new” space for a “new” kind of existence. These two meanings become paradoxical in lived 

                                                
3 Bulosan, America, 147. 
4 Nguyen, “Wounded Bodies,” 78. 
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experience. Carlos’s experience with the unstable symbol of the road establishes an overall sense 

that, for the outsider in America, the symbolic identities produced by discourse on the nation can 

be unreliable.  

 America’s symbolic meaning during the interwar period also included the roles of 

creator, sustainer, and extender of global peace. Progressive Era politics shaped the United 

States’s relationship to distant spaces like the Philippines, which came under occupation after the 

Spanish-American War in 1898, but the first World War shifted the register of such transnational 

and transoceanic relationships. As Paul K. Saint Amour writes in Tense Future: Modernism, 

Total War, Encyclopedic Form, those in the metropole saw the interwar period as exactly that: a 

period of “global peacetime” “whose terminus in global conflict seemed, to many, 

foreordained.”5 America’s presence in the Philippines, on the “periphery” of this interwar global 

imaginary, may have felt violent to those who lived there. Nonetheless, the United States, 

working to sustain unsteady global peace, envisioned its role their as fundamentally 

peacebuilding. In an era that expected violence, the United States worked to symbolize the 

opposite. This created symbolic role was pervasive, even in the peripheral spaces where the 

impact of the last World War and the fear of future conflict may not, as Saint Amour begins to 

suggest, have been felt in the same way. Its influence is quickly visible, indeed largely the only 

vision contemporaries recognized, in Bulosan’s work. 

 Where the Filipino experience of the interwar period may not have differed much from 

wartime Filipino experience, under neoimperial rule Filipino people were still subject to laws 

and discourse produced in a distinctly new interwar, metropolitan mood. Carlos’s subjectivity 

forms under the sign of a historically-bound benevolent America. When he arrives in America, 

                                                
5 Paul K. St. Amour, Tense Future: Modernism, Total War, Encyclopedic Form (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2015), 8. 
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though, he falls victim to the paradoxes of America’s self-conception. In the interwar American 

space, men like him are both that which must be saved and that which must be excluded by 

America in order to produce its stable future identity.  

 Filipino Studies and Asian American studies have worked to decenter criticism of 

Bulosan’s work from its subjective elements. Seeing Bulosan’s text as bildung, writers like Lisa 

Lowe have suggested, too deeply submits texts it to the developmental demands of national, and 

Western, literature. But within the context of transpacific studies and human rights studies, 

reading Bulosan’s narrative with an eye to Carlos’s subjectivity (though not necessarily 

developmental) is a critical exercise in recentering the embodied experience of immigration to 

the United States, especially from the Philippines. This is a concern that persists into the present 

day, as Filipino humans continue to migrate across oceans, following domestic and migrant labor 

demand, and fall under increasing spurious and complex legal designations in foreign lands 

including, but not exclusive to, the United States. Discourse of “America” continues to rely on 

while also rejecting the embodied experience that both surrounds and relentlessly imbues it, and 

therefore attention to subjective, embodied experience remains important in broader rhetorical 

analysis. This thesis attends to the ways in which embodied, kinetic, and transoceanic 

subjectivity converges and diverges with the globally transmitted symbol of America in the 

forms and content of discourse on nationhood in the interwar period. 

 The first chapter argues that America is in the Heart embodies its protagonist’s racial 

melancholia, produced by his relation to the nation, through cycling literary forms. These forms 

upset dominant discourse on immigration even while that discourse produces them. The text’s 

vexed relationship with time, in its dilated and condensed moments, embodies Carlos’s desire 

and struggle to participate in America’s pedagogy of progress and unity. Cued to think of his 
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origin either by fond memories of home or in systematic and specific instances of racism, 

Carlos’s foreign origins render him unnaturalizable to the American community, which seems to 

mandate his amnesia. The text, like Carlos himself, constantly travels across spatial and temporal 

transnational horizons. 

Bulosan’s literary structure, which this thesis will call “whirling,” reflects the embodied 

Filipino American experience in the interwar period. Where Bulosan scholars in Filipino Studies 

and Asian American Studies often debate the degree to which America’s ending is conclusive, 

this thesis takes its cue from Bulosan’s nonlinear trajectory and foregrounds the affective 

experience of the novel. Anne Anlin Cheng’s term, racial melancholia, best describes that 

experience. Carlos not only continually aspires to, but also continually fails to achieve, 

conclusive participation in the American body; the text itself mirrors that effort. Communicating 

racial melancholia through both content and form is the text’s significant achievement. Reading 

Bulosan through this more subjective lens both affirms the merits of Bulosan’s craft and allows 

his text to contribute more broadly to fields like Critical Race Studies and Modernist Studies.  

The second chapter attends to two texts that work to define a National Symbolic in the 

proliferating political and juridical discourse around the immigrant’s relation to interwar 

America. This is the discourse into which, as Allan Punzalan Isaac notes, America speaks. 

Building on Lauren Berlant’s definition of the term, these documents describe a historically 

bound National Symbolic founded not only on a unified vision of time and history but also on 

racially and spatially bordered national identity. Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s Address Marking 

the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Statue of Liberty6 delineates a Progressive National Symbolic that 

relies upon, even as it disavows, embodied, transnational, and racial experience. The Tydings-

                                                
6 Hereafter referred to as Address. 
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McDuffie Act, the 1934 bill establishing the conditions for Philippine Independence, extends the 

language and silences of Roosevelt’s political rhetoric into concrete immigration policy. Both 

texts avoid attending or alluding to embodied or affective processes that fall outside the National 

Symbolic, experiences like the one that Bulosan presents in America. 

Isaac’s American Tropics: Articulating Filipino America makes a central claim that 

works of Filipino-American literature, including America, are “tropics” to the National 

Symbolic: they are “where ‘America’ meets its aporia.”7 This thesis builds on Isaac’s conception 

that postimperial, Filipino writing disrupts the temporal flow of American self-narration. Instead 

of attending to one narrative’s relationship to the other, it asserts instead that the discourses of 

“American” and “Filipino-American” commingle irrevocably in a proliferating discourse of 

subjecthood and belonging, particularly during the interwar period. Through mutual adoption of 

“Old World/New World” rhetoric and a shared aspiration for endless, united progress toward the 

next horizon, Bulosan’s text joins the chorus of America’s political and juridical discourse. 

Ultimately, texts that emerge out of this discourse differ because the parties that produce them 

(“Nation” and “Immigrant”) wield different degrees of power in relation to the National 

Symbolic. Documents of official discourse satisfy the demands of reasonable, ordered narrative, 

while Bulosan’s text bears the form and content of racial melancholia. Both Bulosan and his text, 

it turns out, do not fit America’s mold.  

This thesis aspires to both a formal argument and a historical argument. Both rely upon 

the understood idea that, for those on the margins of inclusion from a nation, origin is a central 

question of belonging. The formal implications of this idea arise when, however compelled to 

participate in new national spaces, migrant individuals intentionally and unintentionally cycle 

                                                
7 Allan Punzalan Isaac, American Tropics: Articulating Filipino America (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2006), 3. 
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into transnational memory and its concomitant disruptive, cyclical temporality. This thesis 

suggests that these moments in which origin asserts itself can manifest in an unmanageable, 

nonlinear literary form. Political and juridical discourse creates the conditions for such forms, 

but, as the second chapter explains, the same discourse also disavows them. That disavowal, 

ironically, emerges from the same foundational principle that origin is a central question of 

belonging.  

Historically, this thesis aims to question dominant narratives that signal the beginning of 

postcolonial immigration politics as beginning in the period following World War II. Following 

Saint Amour’s description of the interwar period’s anxious futurity, this thesis frames that period 

as a moment of proliferating immigration discourse that emerges from a distinctly different set of 

political, foreign policy, and economic imperatives than what came before and what would 

follow. In its anxiety over future and past in the 1930s and 40s, American political and juridical 

discourse constructs a National Symbolic that, mostly through its silences, establishes racial 

matrices for inclusion and exclusion that continue and proliferate, globally, in the years 

following World War Two.  

Following recent conversations in the field of human rights studies, this thesis proposes 

reading affective, and affectively shaped, texts written from embodied experiences as part of, 

rather than disruptions of or departures from, political and juridical discourse. This is Carlos’s 

paradox: “Why was America so kind and yet so cruel?”8 An answer lies in this moment when 

America creates new boundaries for what, and who, is and is not American. 

 
 
 
 

                                                
8 Bulosan, America, 147. 
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States of Suspension: Forms of Racial Melancholia in  
Carlos Bulosan’s America is in the Heart: a Personal History 

 
“It was not easy to understand why the Filipinos were brutal yet tender, nor was it easy to 
believe that they had been made this way by the reality of America.” (Bulosan 152) 
 

For Carlos, protagonist of Carlos Bulosan’s America is in the Heart,9 living in America 

as a Filipino man is like living in a “whirlpool.” While the idea of the nation seems at first so 

simple that Carlos can tuck it away in his heart, that nation is also, conceptually as it is spatially, 

too large to fathom. Once Carlos travels to America, he discovers that to live there is to lose 

control of one’s own knowledge of the nation, to be “violently and inevitably” pulled into a 

series of “heart-breaking tragedies.” The “reality” of America is a structure of feeling too 

difficult to understand.10 

 A whirlpool occurs when the forces of conflicting tides meet. Their meeting point is 

dangerous. As Carlos works to synthesize and understand it, the American whirlpool catches him 

and its various violent effects act upon him. Across Bulosan’s semi-autobiographical text, 

America is both transnational power and bordered nation; both welcoming and refusing; both 

dehumanizing and empowering. Carlos, and the text that describes him, stay suspended in the 

whirlpool of these paradoxical, conflicting forces. No single, swelling tide overpowers the 

others. 

Bulosan’s narrative vacillates between perspectives and affects that represent sides of a 

subjectivity split by racializing policies. In Anne Anlin Cheng’s terms, his protagonist 

experiences, and the text embodies, racial melancholia. America’s self-subverting forms track 

Carlos’s attempts to use “overidealization and euphoria” as a way to neutralize “the place of 

                                                
9 Hereafter referred to as America. 
10 Bulosan, America, 152. 
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injury” in his immigrant story.11 He does not “get over” the violence of his relation to America, 

though, as this violence, made tangible in numerous physical violences, defines his experience 

throughout the text. As he reaches for and fails to naturalize his past origin to aspirational future 

belonging, the loss of his past “is denied as loss and incorporated as part of the ego.” Carlos is 

haunted by “the emptiness of that ghostly presence.”12 The ghosts of Bulosan’s text are many: 

his brother’s wife, stoned half to death; his sick friend Marcelo, sold for labor; prostitutes; 

gamblers; his brothers gone to fight in European and American wars. But those ghosts are also 

the products of interleaved systems of imperialism, capitalism, sexism, racism, and 

discrimination, and thus those systems also haunt him. Following the patterns of development 

they promote, racial melancholia seeks to “bury the remnants of denigration and disgust created 

in the name of progress” to form a usable “American identity.” Bulosan’s final, hopeful embrace 

of America as a site for his future attempts to “exclude” these elements, but the text “cannot 

forget” them.13 

This chapter suggests that America’s whirling structure mirrors the experience of being 

Filipino in America in the interwar period, a period shaped by shifting legal and foreign policies 

toward the Philippines and its people. While this experience is psychic, it is also corporeal, both 

because legal decisions over Filipino nationality relied on the racialization of the Filipino and 

because that racialization so often led to physical violence. First, this chapter interrogates 

dominant understandings of Bulosan’s craft, reframing the positionlessness that Carlos feels and 

the text constructs as a feature, not a flaw, of Bulosan’s writing. Then, it apprehends Carlos’s 

responses, from this positionless perspective, to the manifold violences that he experiences and 

                                                
11 Anne Anlin Cheng, “The Melancholy of Race.” The Kenyon Review, vol. 19, no. 1, American Memory/American 
Forgetfulness (Winter 1997): 52, JSTOR.  
12 Cheng, “Melancholy,” 50. 
13 Cheng, “Melancholy,” 51. 
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witnesses in the United States as they engender his racial melancholia. Finally, it addresses his 

effort to overcome this circumstance by claiming a socialist vision for America through 

aspirational rhetorical forms. Across these levels of Bulosan’s text, paradoxes upset the 

satisfaction of America’s self-fashioning, Carlos’s response to the nation, and Bulosan’s work to 

reconcile the problem of narrating split subjectivity. America, in its unstable and fragmented 

forms, reflects the racial melancholia that the military, juridical, and political practices of the 

1930s and 40s produce in the Filipino subject.  

Bulosan’s writing style is seen as “migratory” and “unresolved” by critics like Steven 

Yao, but it is important to take this wandering style and what many call Bulosan’s “plain, 

didactic prose” seriously.14 As a writer, Bulosan seem, at least in part, s to strive for development 

across his narrative, but each attempt to carve a future space in America as man, laborer, or 

citizen only intensifies Carlos’s melancholy when unfulfilled. Failing to convincingly reach 

development to a usable American identity, the narrative and protagonist circulates back on 

themselves, to that pain of past and present. Where past conversations on Bulosan have focused 

on what America develops toward, the text’s repeated efforts and failures to develop ask its 

readers to consider in what other directions it moves.  

Across his text, Bulosan repeatedly partitions time: yesterday, tomorrow, and today are 

all exchangeable parts of the “personal history” that he constructs; all are recycled and 

immanent, not ordered and narrativized, and so the text can spurt in several temporal directions. 

As Carlos testifies, being in America is living “a planless life, hopeless, and without direction.” 

In a moment just before he espouses a socialist hope for an American future, Carlos articulates a 

sense of foreclosed future: “yesterday seemed long ago and tomorrow was too far away. It was 

                                                
14 Steven Yao, “The Motions of the Oceans: Circulation, Displacement, Expansion, and Carlos Bulosan’s America 
is in the Heart,” Atlantic Studies 15, no. 2 (2018): 185. 
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today that [he] lived for aimlessly, this hour—this moment.” Carlos seems restless over this 

aimlessness, and he works to overcome it by reaching for his future. His failure, though, to reach 

that future catapults him back to the “yesterday” that just “seemed long ago.” It is disorienting to 

read a text that makes such strong claims and then goes back on them. In Cheng’s words, though, 

the “melancholic object… must experience its own subjectivity as suspension, as excess and 

denigration—and in this way, replicate the melancholic subject.”15 Retrospectively wandering 

between moments of purposelessness and aimlessness in his life, Bulosan recreates the 

experience of shifting between these moods and perspectives. The text-object itself is 

melancholic.  

The subject’s and the text’s melancholia disrupt the protagonist’s temporal stability, and 

with it conventions of arrival and assimilation to America, because it frequently returns to the 

past it swore to leave behind. When Carlos transports José to the American hospital for 

treatment, America’s paradox is clear: “on the highway,” drivers “had refused to take a dying 

man,” but in the hospital, he and José find “refuge and tolerance.” As Carlos recounts his internal 

emotional status at the time of the event, the reader is also aware of the retrospective voice 

extrapolating on those past thoughts. The narrator moves from past tense storytelling to a series 

of questions that seem provocative in the present. He shifts from admiration of excellent medical 

treatment to feeling “angry and confused” at the paradox of American attitudes toward brown 

outsiders.16 Bulosan makes his narrator’s voice clear and didactic, but it seems to speak across 

layers of time. It is difficult to parse past thought from present retrospect just as it is difficult to 

distinguish identification with and disenchantment from America. The text lacks boundaries 

                                                
15 Cheng, “Melancholy,” 51. 
16 Bulosan, America, 147 
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between author and protagonist, belonging and disavowal, and past and present, and so seems 

horizonless. Carlos cannot sustain one position, not only temporally but also juridically and 

authorially: he “[has] no place” in America.17 The implications play out in the relative difficulty 

of deciphering the text. This suspension both reflects and is the product of the legal fiction of the 

noncitizen national status with which the American government describes Filipino people in the 

first decades of the twentieth century. 

In the 1898 Treaty of Paris, which concluded the Spanish-American War, the United 

States defined Filipino immigrants to America as “noncitizen nationals,” a term that was 

intended to be a placeholder. Congress did not remove the label until 1946, when, as stipulated in 

the 1934 Philippine Independence Act, commonly known as the Tydings-McDuffie Act, Filipino 

immigrants were redesignated as noncitizens. During these nearly forty years, the noncitizen 

national distinction was a “legal fiction” allowing Congress to avoid deciding on the legal, 

cultural, and racial makeup of “The American Family.”18 The noncitizen national could inhabit 

America, but she did not possess citizenship or the full rights and privileges that come with it. 

Though the United States reaped economically and militarily beneficial positions in the Pacific 

by sustaining power in the Philippines after the Spanish-American War, it “deferred” affording 

Filipinos the right to American citizenship.19 Filipino people could be neither citizens of their 

own country, which did not legally exist, nor citizens of the occupier’s.  

This detachment from the rights and protections of nationhood establishes a violent 

relation between Filipino subject and America. Without citizenship rights, the individual lacks 

state identity or belonging, a divestment both physically and psychologically damaging in a 

                                                
17 As San Juan, Jr. notes in “Interrogating Transmigrancy,” “Filipino identification is not with a fully defined nation 
but with regions, localities, and communities of languages and traditions.” (58) 
18 Isaac, Tropics, 30-32. 
19 Isaac, Tropics, 37. 
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nation-state era. As Isaac writes, this fiction creates a “subject who must split [himself] between 

the assimilative subject of the immigrant narrative and the imperially disavowed other self.”20 

This language of “split” subjecthood also appears in John Carlos Rowe’s description of racial 

melancholia as “[opening] up a contradiction of the split subject always in process/on trial 

without apparent foundation or essence.”21 These contradictions appear both in Carlos’s 

characterization and the narrative that tells his story. The suspended citizenship enabled by 

noncitizen national status creates a condition for the racialization that individuals like Carlos 

experience.  

America’s concern with Filipino citizenship was at least partly racial: in the early 

twentieth century, citizenship was a property to be guarded, and the brief, frank Congressional 

argument over noncitizen national status questioned Filipinos’ ability to assimilate in America 

explicitly because of the color of their skin.22 Despite the overwhelming work of “benevolent 

assimilation” to shape Filipino subjects abroad to an American culture, immigration discussions 

cast the efficacy of that assimilation into doubt on racial grounds.23 The noncitizen national term, 

then, embodies a racially melancholic double standard of imperial structure: despite the mimicry 

that occupation engenders, participation is impossible.24 Carlos, and all the others who travel 

                                                
20 Isaac, Tropics, 148. 
21 John Carlos Rowe, “Transpacific Studies and the Cultures of U.S. Imperialism.” In Transpacific Studies: 
Framing an Emerging Field, ed. Janet Hoskins and Viet Thanh Nguyen (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 
2014), 152. 
22 See Chapter 1 of Isaac’s American Tropics. 
23 In “Images of Filipino Racialization in the Anthropological Laboratories of the American Empire: the Case of 
Daniel Folkmar,” Oscar Campomanes outlines the Progressive-Era work of American anthropologist Daniel 
Folkmar in preparation for the 1904 World’s Fair. Folkmar attempted to taxonomize different Filipino Bodies in 
Bilibid’s Prison in order “to archive the other’s body.” Folkmar struggled to separate the bodies into distinct or 
recognizable “types,” but he then used them to claim that “the lack of racial and ethnolinguistic unity among 
FIlipinos would make difficult their contemporary efforts in nation building.” The American community in general 
struggled to understand the Philippines within its own racial imagination, but it did attempt to in its work to sustain 
order in and power over the nation.  
24 Here I intentionally employ the Bhabhian term of mimicry to suggest a postcolonial reading of noncitizen national 
status. 
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with him across the Pacific, already “[negotiate and live] within imperial formations.”25 On the 

ship to the United States, young men debate candidates for the upcoming presidential election, as 

if they had the power to vote. They technically neither cross borders (from American territory to 

America) nor experience official exclusion.26 Though present, they remain absent, as the ill-

conceived moniker itself suggests. The name “noncitizen national” and its implied disavowals 

enacts a slow violence on the psyche, in splitting subjectivity between that which can take part 

and that which cannot.  

Isaac writes that the “typographic and stylistic disconnect” exhibited in America “marks a 

condition of writing about occupying a disavowed subjectivity that can only be grasped by 

relating the different locutionary positions the narrative voices take.”27 It is necessary, then, to 

redefine what readers call stylistic failure, then, as really a form of dysgraphia. Bulosan displays 

the difficulty of writing from the position of a subject who has no position within or without the 

nation. As Isaac describes, Carlos retells an exchange between his brother and his brother’s 

employer as a listener, though “he is neither the subject of the conversation nor present in the 

text”; he has a place “in the house” but is not “of” it.28 When he describes violence, Carlos 

similarly immerses himself in the dilated time of the memory while also retaining distance in 

order to shape events into coherent, forward-moving plot. As he drinks tea in a Stockton 

teahouse, a favorite pastime of “most of the Filipino unemployed,” he witnesses: 

 I was still drinking when a Chinese came out of a back room with a gun and shot a 
Filipino who was standing by the table. When the bullet hit the Filipino, he turned toward 
the Chinese with a stupid look of surprise. I saw his eyes and knew that the philosophers 
lied when they said death was easy and beautiful. I knew that there was nothing better 

                                                
25 Rowe, “Transpacific,” 153. 
26 Isaac, Tropics, 7. 
27 Isaac, Tropics, 123. 
28 Isaac, Tropics, 121-2. 
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than life, even a hard life, even a frustrated life. Yes, even a broken-down gambler’s life. 
And I wanted to live. 

 I ran to the door without looking back. I ran furiously down the street… (116) 
 
Carlos is in the present but not of it, clearly writing in retrospect but also embodying feelings 

engendered in the present by the philosophy he recalled in the moment of the event. 

Remembering himself observing the Chinese man’s eyes leads Carlos to remember their 

“surprise,” but that image sends him into a philosophizing attitude that takes longer to read on 

paper than it likely took to think in the time of the event. He begins to think about life and death 

in a way that, in the moment of violence, he likely lacked the time to think through so deeply. 

The reflective voice takes over his memory, collapsing past and present judgments of the scene 

and himself and occupying a space that is neither present in the scene nor absent from it. He 

lands on an incantation of “life...life...life...life” as his goal. The final call to “live” reinscribes 

him in the scene and provokes in both the character and the narrator, finally, some motion. 

Rhetorical, time-suspended speech pauses Carlos’s memory and Bulosan’s writing, and only the 

imperative to “live” thrusts both back into motion. The way out of positionlessness is to keep 

moving, literally hitting the road again to escape that compromised and violent space and 

suspension. 

America abounds with single paragraphs that exhibit such extreme temporal shifts. When 

Carlos stands on the deck of his departing ship, “[watching] the fading shores of Manila,” he 

acknowledges a shift in his life’s story. He knows, he claims, that he travels “away from 

everything [he] had loved and known,” that “if [he] ever returned the first sight of that horizon 

would be the most beautiful sight in the world.”29 Future nostalgia strikes at the moment of 

departure and flattens horizons: Carlos sits suspended again between his past and future. He 
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needs to leave for America to find work and seems to look forward to the adventure. Luciano, his 

oldest brother, urges him to stay away, begging: “Even if you have to steal and kill, don’t come 

back to this damned town.” Luciano incants this imperative “don’t come back” three times as he 

runs alongside Carlos’ departing bus, “crying and shaking, as though a strong wind were bending 

him from side to side.”30 Departure is necessary, for if Carlos comes back, the text suggests, he 

could go mad, bent and shaken by harsh conditions, like his brother. Yet Carlos already thinks 

about being home again, not only as a future man but also as a past child. Out of the neoimperial 

conditions of his life, Carlos is taught to depend on forward motion toward an American, 

capitalist future, to crave a developmental narrative, as an indication of hope out of his 

horizonless, positionless perspective. His sentiment, though, requires of him a regression back 

home to the place to which he is not supposed to return. 

Carlos, because of his colonial education, already experiences his life as partly American, 

which is likely a reason why his mind wanders easily to America and back again without any 

disjunction. His American future is already part of his present, and thus part of his past.31 

Bulosan’s text begins locally and far away, “in the barrio of Mangusmana,” “in the town of 

Binalonan itself,” in the province of Pangasinan, where Carlos witnesses a “primitive custom” 

that “had come down to the peasants in the valleys from the hill people.” But this initial act of 

violence, and the forces of violence and xenophobia that emanate from and through it, 

reverberate through the text: his Filipino past is relevant to his American future. Carlos 

frequently returns, in his internal geography, to the Philippines. The brutal ritual stoning and 

whipping of his eldest brother’s new wife happens when, upon their marriage, the villagers 

                                                
30 Bulosan, America, 89. 
31 See Kinberley Alidio’s “A Wondrous World of Small Places: Childhood Education, US Colonial 
Biopolitics, and the Global Filipino” for a discussion of the United States’s extensive efforts to engender a US 
global imaginary through education during the first half of the twentieth century. 
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discover that the woman is not a virgin. This transplanted punishment is enacted upon a 

transplanted woman, as the bride is “from a poor family in the north, in the province of Ilocos 

Sur, where the peasants were overcrowded in a narrow barren land.”32  Even at five years old, 

Carlos encodes his memory on a strong internal map: his family is exactly local; hill people are 

not their people; this tradition is not their tradition; this wife, while hardworking, is still an 

outsider. This localism, San Juan suggests, was (and is) perpetuated by the imperial and then 

neoimperial setup, in which “Filipinos are dispersed from family or kinship webs in villages, 

towns or provincial regions first,” only “loosely” coalescing into the nation called the 

Philippines.33 The stoning figures migration as an impetus for violence once the migrant’s secrets 

are released, and so migrancy is dangerous. The event also frames traditions, particularly 

traditions of violence, sex, and xenophobia, as circulated, not rooted. Finally, the fact that the 

bride marries Carlos’s brother Leon after he returns, changed, from fighting in World War I 

attaches her alleged transgression, and this spurt of violence, to the traumatic after-effects of 

global total war as they transplant in the distant, Filipino space. The distant, and the past, become 

local and present as Carlos remembers this scene (and he admits he frequently revisits it). 

Carlos’s life seems to recursively cycle back to these familiar patterns across the text. Like 

Carlos, who views America as a logical extension of the Philippines and vice versa, the text too 

establishes that events and prejudices in one place are similar and connected to, perhaps the same 

as, those in another.  

As Yao describes, “even before [Carlos’ movement across the ocean],” the novel 

“repeatedly shows life in the Philippines itself to be shaped (mostly for the worse) by the shifting 

                                                
32 Bulosan, America, 6. 
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forces of global modernity,” including Spanish and American Empire, which engender poverty 

and spur cycles of intraisland circulation.34 While conversations surrounding the label of 

“noncitizen national” cited border security anxieties as a primary reason to exclude racially and 

ideologically suspect Filipino people, the actual experience of circulating across borders is 

uneventful, because migration is expected of the noncitizen national: 

 We arrived in Seattle on a June day. My first sight of the approaching land was an 
exhilarating experience. Everything seemed native and promising to me. It was like 
coming home after a long voyage, although as yet I had no home in this city. Everything 
seemed familiar and kind--the white faces of the buildings melting in the soft afternoon 
sun, the gray contours of the surrounding valleys that seemed to vanish in the last 
periphery of light. With a sudden surge of joy, I knew that I must find a home in this new 
land. (99) 
 

Carlos’s already-assimilated American identity continues as he makes landfall. This new “home” 

feels “promising,” following the archetypal American vision that horizons represent futurities. 

But though a “new land,” Seattle is already “native” to Carlos, and such flattened internal 

landscape affords him an initial sense of belonging in America, as if the border between the 

Philippines and the United States is not a rupture but a continuous line. The new city seems 

“familiar and kind,” and that warmth is “like coming home after a long voyage”: this new world, 

from his already-American perspective, is already home. The conditions of Filipino nationhood 

and subjecthood, in relation to America, flatten time and space to render Carlos positionless. 

Still, Carlos also frames this as a “promising” arrival to a “new land.” Seattle is a continuation of 

a single thought, but Carlos is also conditioned, paradoxically, to see it as part of a future or a 

development in his own narrative. 

 The tendency to transition fluidly between past, present, and future becomes affectively 

charged once Carlos arrives within America’s borders. Reflections upon the past and focus upon 

                                                
34 Yao, “Motions,” 189.  
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the future become mechanisms for coping with or understanding the pain and violence defining 

the world of the (particularly nonwhite) immigrant, as in the Stockton teahouse. As he witnesses 

a fight between Filipino men in America for the first time, Carlos thinks through whether the 

event feels unnatural by searching his memory for other examples. He realizes that he “had not 

seen this sort of brutality in the Philippines,” but that he “[is] not shocked” to see the violence 

between two countrymen, because the violence between two parties from different regions is 

unsurprising to him. This conflict could happen anywhere, in past or present space or time. What 

is surprising is the degree of the brutality between them, which is part of the new, American 

existence. Again, he uses memory to recognize continuity while he also recognizes that he has 

entered a new space and time in his life. This new present, though, is unbearably violent. 

Rather than seeking to change his countrymen’s prejudices, or seeking peace between 

them, Carlos seeks to escape association with them in order to escape their violence. He writes in 

a past-future tense to describe how he “felt sure” that he “would break free” of the space of 

violence.35 In the retrospective voice, he shows his own reliance on the narrative of development. 

In remembering this scene without temporal position—he judges retrospectively while imposing 

a particular future upon himself—Carlos escapes recognizing of the effect of violence and 

violent conditions upon himself in the present. He covers any concern or split subjectivity with 

certainties about future freedom. Within twelve pages of this scene, though, Carlos is racialized 

on the street, identified as Filipino on the outside and subsequently reinscribed in the group that 

he sought to escape. Carlos uses the past, present, and future that swirl around him as narrative 

tools with which to gain control over the chaotic ecology of violence that he experiences in a 

racialized and racializing America.  

                                                
35 Bulosan, America, 109. 
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Carlos’s failure to gain control stems from the reality that he discovers upon arrival in 

Seattle that the promise of the global imaginary is not intended for him: rather than a universal 

“home,” he finds in America a continuation and intensification of the systems of prejudice and 

manipulation that he found in his country of origin. After two of their countrymen steal Carlos 

and Marcelo’s (his friend from the ship, who also comes from Pangasinan) money at the Filipino 

hotel at which they sleep, an older Filipino man named Jake arrives with the proprietor to take 

them away for work. Regional allegiances, and their accompanying disloyalties, transport from 

the Philippines and hold in America. Carlos remembers this first day in America as an inscription 

in a pattern of exploitation: 

 In this way we were sold for five dollars to work in the fish canneries in Alaska, by a 
Visayan from the island of Leyte to an Ilocano from the province of La Union. Both were 
old-timers; both were tough. They exploited young immigrants until one of them, the 
hotel proprietor, was shot dead by an unknown assailant. We were forced to sign a paper 
which stated that each of us owed the contractor twenty dollars for bedding and another 
twenty for luxuries. What the luxuries were, I have never found out. (101) 

 
Motivated by survival, the Filipino men who “sell” Carlos do not form a system of solidarity to 

aid their countrymen, just as Carlos later avoids helping them solve their patterns of violence. 

The system of buying and selling is yet another system that in “exploitation” and “force” enacts 

violence. Though Carlos describes this experience of being “sold for five dollars” as “the 

beginning of [his] life in America,” it is also a continuation of America’s life in him, a 

continuum of the condition of need that has always motivated his migration. He alternately 

describes other Filipino men as “[looking at him] stupidly” and “drunk,” “barking like a dog,” 

and thereby positions himself as different from them.36 This renders him again positionless and 

doubly conscious, since if not Filipino like them, he still cannot be fully American.  
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As he travels from Seattle to Alaska to California in search of work, Carlos notices, 

among Filipino men, an overarching attitude of “[ruthlessness] toward one another” and 

“cruelty.” This feeling drives him inward, and he “[becomes] afraid that [he] would never feel 

like a human being again.” It is not in resolving tensions in his own community but through the 

labor movement that he sees a “way out of [their] small, harsh life… into a world of strange 

intellectual adventures and self-fulfillment.”37 The language of “adventure” and “self-

fulfillment” mirrors American neoimperial pedagogy; only through leaving behind “our life” as a 

racialized group can Carlos see hope for ending his and his friends’ physical pain in labor. As a 

poor brown laborer in America, Carlos is both invisible and highly visible because of his race, 

but ignoring race and origin is supposed to be the means by which he can overcome violence 

against his ethnic group. The resurgence of memory, and with it his transnational origin, disrupts 

this desperate quest that is, in origin and aim, American. Ethnically, as narratively, Carlos is 

positionless. 

Both as sexual threats to white American “purity” and as potentially violent figures, the 

Filipino man was a problem for white Americans at the time, as several scholars note. As he 

avoids directly interrogating the sources of such racialization and suspicion, Carlos’ story still 

depicts the effects of this official assumption of danger and disloyalty.38 When Carlos’ friend, 

Doro, drives him down the street in a California town, highway patrolmen pull over the two 

young Filipinos for no particular reason. Doro assumes that “they think every Filipino is a 

                                                
37 Bulosan, America, 109. 
38 Nguyen, in “Wounded Bodies in the Cold War,” outlines the history of Filipino male sexualization (and sexual 
disenfranchisement) both in America as a whole and in Bulosan’s text. Santa Ana provides, in “Emotional Labor of 
Racialization,” an exhaustive overview of the history of Filipino male connection to violence in dominant American 
discourse. Finally, I focus on the Filipino male in recognition of the work of scholars like E. San Juan Jr. and Neferti 
Tadiar, both of whom examine the persistent characterization of Filipino women in the global market as subservient 
laborers; unlike men, Filipino women represent happiness and servility in the global capitalist imaginary of the 
United States and beyond. 
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pimp.” Though the patrolmen merely “[question] Doro curtly, [peer] into the car, and [tell them] 

to go on,” Carlos recognizes that being brown, and particularly Filipino, in American space is a 

physical marker for suspicion. Everyone knows that they do not belong, but their presence is not 

quite criminal—it only suggests criminality. His ethnicity is associated with sexual deviance and 

illegality; though, at this time, Filipinos are still “extralegal” noncitizen nationals, not “illegal” or 

“alien,” his body is nonetheless a sign for violence, even if it is more often the object of violence. 

That day, Carlos: 

 [comes] to know… that in many ways it was a crime to be a Filipino in California. I 
came to know that the public streets were not free to my people: we were stopped  each 
time these vigilant patrolmen saw us driving a car. We were suspect each time we were 
seen with a white woman. (121) 

 
Being Filipino means being a criminal, at least by association, in America. By invoking the word 

“free,” Carlos incorporates the same rhetoric of choice and self-determination that he elsewhere 

tries to claim, but here he shifts positions to show that such freedom is limited. This bordered 

public space draws out, in Carlos, an opposite affective extreme toward American freedom. 

The Filipino community, which is at the same time in many ways an identity created by 

and in America, has no home to call its own on either side of the Pacific. Carlos describes the 

community as an “island” but also as a “a filthy segment of American society” that pulls him 

“inward, hating everyone and despising all positive urgencies toward freedom.”39 Bulosan’s 

spatial description of his community as an island concretizes the feeling of suspension 

engendered by noncitizen national status. Though Bulosan does not address this legal status, his 

island metaphor reflects it. The affective response to islandized racial space is, repeatedly for 

Carlos, a sense of introspection and isolation. In that interior space, Carlos “[cries] out for the 
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resurrection of [his] childhood.”40 Reaching backward and forward across time and memory help 

him to find freedom from the exclusions he encounters in American public space and the 

islandizing pressures that go along with them.  

 Though the plot of America does track Carlos as he comes into socialist consciousness, 

that Carlos’ eventual “faith in America” relies on the great “sacrifices and loneliness” that “grew 

out of” his and his family’s experience in and “desire to know America” is a melancholic 

juxtaposition in itself.41  Carlos sacrifices identification with his countrymen, drawing 

specifically on his past memory to escape the racialized “island” into which America places him 

in hopes that, broken free from that community, America will disassociate him with it. The 

repeated failure of this plan to join America through sacrificing his past undermines readings of 

Bulosan that claim Carlos’s socialist vision as an antidote to this experience of racial 

melancholia. 

Agreeing with Michael Denning and others, E. San Juan, Jr. calls Carlos’ effort to 

embrace America and see it as embracing as “an attempt to heal or erase the evidence of history 

and class politics on violated, uprooted, and transplanted bodies.”42 This effort fails, though, 

because of the resurgence of the “invisible scars” that “are not wholly healed and forgotten” no 

matter how far Carlos embeds himself in socialist rhetoric. That Bulosan includes Carlos’s 

imperial history, and in moments admits to his reliance on childhood memory to survive the 

present, in what is often called a text of labor activism shows that the radical hope he places in 

this future does not erase the past that might question it. America follows the legal expectation 

                                                
40 Bulosan, America, 137. 
41 Jeffrey Santa Ana, “Emotional Labor of Racialization: Carlos Bulosan’s Anger as a Critique of Filipino 
Alienation in America,” Journal of Asian American Studies 19, no. 1 (February 2016): 94. 
42 E. San Juan Jr.,  “Reading the Stigmata: Filipino bodies performing for the US empire.” Bulatlat: Journalism for 
the People. 25 April 2015, http://bulatlat.com/main/2015/04/25/reading-the-stigmata-filipino-bodies-performing-for-
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that the Filipino body will inhabit a different sense of time and space than an American one. 

Carlos hopes for American healing to naturalize him, but that naturalization is impossible both 

legally and psychically. 

As Carlos moves through America, it moves through him, producing in him emotional 

responses. Within just the first thirty pages recounting his initial months of migrant labor in 

Alaska, Seattle, and California, Carlos establishes that he “died many deaths in these 

surroundings.” He leans on this vocabulary of death when he cannot or does not fit into the space 

around him. Watching his countrymen become “indistinguishable from beast,” beating one 

another outside dance halls and raping prostitutes in shared rooms, Carlos describes “[dying] 

within.” As Carlos builds up “immunity” to this violence, he also recognizes that such violence 

affects him, and he starts to see himself as dangerous. There is, in America, “the beast, the 

monster, the murderer of love and kindness,” an overarching structure of violence “imposed by a 

society alien to [his] character and inclination, alien to [Filipino] heritage and history.”43 

America is a “beast” just as Carlos and his countrymen are “beasts,” and it acts on them violently 

and from many directions, with far greater strength, attacking both the Filipino body and the 

Filipino spirit. As America finds Carlos and his countrymen alien, they find America alien, too; 

it is not only an alien force, but one which holds corrupting power over them. Death is the 

repeating factor, for Carlos, characterizing his life in America. 

 This atmosphere of imminent death, produced by an ecology of violence that Carlos finds 

in the United States, and the longing for memories of past and origin that it inspires is the 

backdrop for those scenes that critics often point to which suggest life and survival for the 

Filipino in America. But rather than offering a productive or liveable difference, America shows 
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a body, and a psyche, disabled by and ceaselessly dying in America even as it tries to embrace 

America’s totalizing, healing message. Both physical and psychic violences plague Carlos’ 

experience in America: his body is harmed and disabled by crippling labor; the artificial 

translocal community that surrounds him explodes in violence; he loses his claim to masculinity; 

and his indefinite citizenship cuts him from his past while suspending him apart from, while 

within, America. Bulosan, as labor activist, had in mind a clear critique of the capitalist 

structures that characterize life in America. His text shows, though, that reactions to, 

racializations of, and subsequent exploitation of Filipino-American laborers happen not only on a 

personal level but also, more broadly, within the burgeoning American global economic and 

political systems. 

Across America, Carlos describes the deterioration that work in canneries, factories, and 

farms effects on migrant laborers. But after a few of his friends arrive to a cannery labor meeting 

“profusely bleeding from bullet wounds” and “sagging on [their] knees,” Carlos finds life in 

social activism. A Japanese contractor in Alaska “had hired assassins to eliminate the leaders of 

the union.” The violence is not American but global and capitalistic: enacted by another 

transpacific business party, in an unincorporated American territory, this assassination “[has] a 

broad social meaning” beyond the “blind rebellion” of men in America “who [have] no place in 

the scheme of life.”44 Here Carlos distinguishes between the violence of ruthless capitalism and 

the violence enacted upon (and between) men who are outside, who “have no place,” in 

American society. Though he believes that he cannot change the latter, which is the source of his 

racial melancholia, he feels empowered to fight the former, systemic problem. Even as, within 

the next two pages, Carlos falls ill with advanced-stage tuberculosis, contracted in harsh living 
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quarters and intensified by his hard labor, he is consumed by the “exhilarating feeling” of 

fighting for labor rights. The disease “would incapacitate [him] for years,” but attending to 

systemic threats that violently degrade bodies helps him to escape the degradation of his own 

body.45 Though the memory Carlos describes focuses on personal violence, he prefers to linger 

on those broader violences that he can use as material from which to form a future. 

 Like his narrative, Carlos’ body exists in a metonymic relationship with the text: the form 

is insufficient in face of tests that would prove its loyalty. Because of the tuberculosis Carlos 

contracts as a result of his labor, he cannot fight in global war, the manifestation of loyalty to the 

nation-state power that his brothers show at both the beginning and the end of the text. Similarly, 

the novel is plagued by styles and forms that prevent it from reading clearly or convincingly as 

an arrival to socialist consciousness or belief in America. This haunting mirrors the hauntings in 

Carlos’s physical and narrative bodies, which are the products of personal systems of memory 

and the juridical, political, and economic systems that together produce melancholia. He 

embraces socialist rhetoric, learned from his brother Macario, of an American future to seek 

some kind of hope of escape from these trapped forms. This rhetoric is his “attempt to heal or 

erase the evidence of history and class politics on violated, uprooted, and transplanted bodies.”46  

 Carlos internalizes and repeats that language not necessarily out of belief but, at least, out 

of hope that a clear sense of adoption and inclusion in the project of “America” that would 

exorcise the formal or physical weaknesses that surround it. When Macario calls for a “united 

front” among Filipino-Americans, he speaks of “[winning] over the backward elements” of the 

group and “[destroying]” the corrupt within it; the goal, in achieving Filipino solidarity in 
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America, is in finding “that which has a future” among them.47 In order to find a Filipino future, 

Macario/Carlos leans upon futurity rather than lingering on the circumstances of the present. In 

Eric Reyes’ language, “‘forgetting’ American colonialism [is] the cost of becoming American.”48 

While he hopes to “fight all forces that would abort [Filipino] culture,” Macario’s insistence 

upon life depends upon a vision of an “America where there is freedom for all regardless of 

color, station and beliefs.” This vision disavows colonial aspirations in the Philippines and 

racializing structures within American borders. Freedom is separate from the condition, the 

“malignant disease,” of America’s heart, that causes an individual, “whether he be brown or 

white,” to be “illiterate or hungry or miserable.”49 It is also, as Carlos’s narrative previously 

showed, already a paradoxical term. An American future is characterized by life, which 

surpasses the realities of violence or illness in the present. Pointing out “disease” in this way 

shows the contrasting appeal of socialism, despite the fact that violence and disease are the 

lasting pervasive conditions of the text and freedom is already an unstable concept within it. 

 The element of Macario’s rhetorical stance that seems to sway Carlos most powerfully is 

his idealistic take on writing and literature. Literature’s function, in this speech, is “to speak to 

the people and be understood by them,” “to find in our struggle that which has a future.” The 

speech suggests that the “living and growing thing” of literary writing has power to “destroy that 

which is dying, because it does not die by itself.” There are two worlds, in this landscape: the 

“old world,” which will die, and the “new world,” which “is being born.” The fall and rise are 

simultaneous, and literature will help “the old world die” so that “the new world will be born 
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with less sacrifice and agony on the living.”50 Carlos’ overall text, though, explicitly combines 

both the new and the old worlds throughout: it attempts to imagine the future by remembering 

the past, both at the time of experience and at the time of writing. The result is agony. Insisting 

that writing creates life amid a general tenor of death here, Bulosan’s text is ironic, but it is a 

different irony from the tongue-in-cheek variety suggested by Marilyn Alquizola. This is not a 

foolish or aspiring hope, but a melancholic one. That an act of future creation through writing 

reaches for, and fails to reach, a convincing conclusion shows that it sits suspended between the 

past which it was supposed to abandon and the future worth living for. To grasp some kind of 

usable America, in the labor movement, is to disavow the roots of affective experience that 

inspire the movement. But Carlos’ lingering disease calls attention back to his Filipino body at 

the end of the text. His disability ultimately prevents him from participating in the American 

military project of World War II for which his brothers and friends depart at the end of the text. 

Carlos’ experience with America both begins and ends with his misused, manipulated, and 

constantly dying physical and textual body. 

 The text, then, is also haunted by its literary aspirations, presented through Macario’s 

mouthpiece. Perhaps literature’s project of depicting traps it in pastness that undermines such 

future-forward thinking: words, once written, have been written; literature, as a “living and 

growing thing” relies on these dead materials to be interpreted and transformed in the future.51 

Macario’s speech adopts “the teleology of progress that underlies American developmentalism,” 

which Reyes calls “inherent in modernity as a global transhistorical force with uneven and 

disparate effects.” But the text as a whole does not adopt that teleology of progress, as Reyes and 
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others note, because it tends to criticize America and disdain life in America in the spaces around 

these passages that seem to praise and place hope in it. The transpacific character of Bulosan’s 

story both lends itself to a teleology of development and undermines it, because, as Reyes writes, 

the imperial presence of America in the Philippines “begins in the Philippines and continues 

upon their arrival into America.”52 What appears to be a transition is, as Carlos articulates while 

watching the shores of Manila fade, merely a continuation. But as Jeffrey Santa Ana writes, 

readers of America at the time, and, to a degree, today, interpreted the text as a full-scale 

endorsement of the kind of “freedom” that America offers to heal those who come to its borders. 

The capacity of Bulosan’s text to be read in this manner is perhaps its most troubling irony: it 

disavows itself convincingly enough to neutralize the experiences of oppression that comprise 

the bulk of its materials. 

In the 1930s and 40s, most Americans could not “acknowledge that America was 

responsible for the wounded bodies of people of color,” and instead “most white Americans saw 

America as the source of healing.”53 This vision of America as healer disavows the possibility 

that America wounds and maims. Thus the physical and psychic pain inflicted upon the Filipino 

American in discourse extends the imperial disavowal that he already experiences at the time in 

the juridical world. Carlos nonetheless tries to adopt the “healing America” vision as a way to 

move forward. The language of independence, self-fulfillment, and freedom that he adopts 

reflects entrenched American ideologies that seek to move “beyond” racialization. The “socialist 

vision” that he commits to allows him to “[belong] at home in America,” Santa Ana writes, 

where he can “have a sense of continuity with all humanity.”54 Such universalism becomes 
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possible in a global imaginary, but the discursive and legal limitations of the time render talk of 

claimed freedom or home merely ironic, never achieved. 

 Discourse around Filipino immigration in America in the interwar period revolved 

around questions of loyalty. Within four years of Bulosan’s arrival in the country, the 1934 

Tydings-McDuffie Act signaled the future foreclosure of noncitizen national status. Filipino 

immigrants became, and came to feel, newly “alien” as they waited for the Act’s stipulations to 

come into effect. Concretizing their outsider status in America finalized the shifting perception 

of Filipino male laborers “from compliant laborers and racial menaces,” which Santa Ana and 

others outline, in the 1930s, rather than moving them closer to the freedom and belonging 

Macario espouses.55 Suspension becomes rejection at the same time as the United States turns 

from disavowing to abrogating its imperial identity.  

The body of criticism that focuses on Bulosan’s final chapter, in which he seems to 

experience America’s embrace, usually overlooks the previous chapter’s mournful position, or 

rather its persistent positionlessness. Reflecting the Old World/New World binary that he hears 

in Macario’s remembered speech, Carlos meditates on Macario’s departure for the military. 

Though there is a “new, bright” world in the military, one in which his family participates in 

America, they “would be unable to meet its demands,” because they “belonged to the old world.” 

He returns to the hotel “filled with great loneliness.” Where the new world should promise new 

life, its conditions are Filipino death, both literally in combat and figuratively in the loss of the 

“old world”: it is “the end of our lives in America” to move into a new one.56 Though they 
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cannot be part of the old world, they must—not only figuratively, but also literally—die with it 

in order to furnish the new one. 

 Under this downtrodden mood, Carlos begins the chapter in which he describes the 

“American earth” as “a huge heart unfolding warmly to receive me.” Traditionally, scholars read 

this moment as ironic, as Marilyn Alquizola does, or as the fulfillment of Carlos’ socialist 

coming to consciousness, as San Juan, Jr. and Denning do. But set along the pages before, this 

conclusion follows the whirling pattern of hopes and disappointments with which Carlos writes 

across the text: it is a melancholic conclusion, the disappointment of America’s reality waiting 

around the corner. Macario is the Filipino-American prepared to prove his loyalty by fighting for 

the United States in World War Two. Bulosan’s writing, though, is disloyal: it is disloyal to the 

form of the socialist coming-to-consciousness novel, it is disloyal to the fiction of development 

in United States immigration narrative, and it is ultimately politically disloyal, as Nguyen notes, 

because the story will fall out of popularity with the rise of the Cold War, when its socialism 

becomes officially indefensible. The warm embrace hardly assuages the tensions within the text. 

The subjective experience of imperial disavowal is chaotic suspension of time, emotion, 

and mortality. But in its spatially and temporally transnational plot, America takes forms that 

concretize that melancholia and disrupt its disavowal. Reflecting Carlos’s (and Bulosan’s) 

political status, the text is neither developmental nor cyclical; instead, it is both. It does not reify 

borders, but instead complicates them. Reading America through a transpacific hermeneutic both 

surfaces the legal, political, and economic underpinnings that suspend the Filipino immigrant in 

the 1930s and enable a text that destabilizes them.  

Lisa Lowe’s rejection of the bildung category for Bulosan’s text only opened the door for 

critics to read different kinds of achievement into the text’s conclusion. Nguyen’s recent essay 
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focuses on ways in which Carlos’ sexuality may be “redemptive and resistant to capitalism,” a 

means to participate in “consensual dissent” by text’s conclusion.57 But Carlos’ ability to fully 

consent to the nation, in this concluding paragraph, is haunted by the legal reality that he cannot 

participate, as citizen or militiamen, in the nation’s project. In calling America an “ethnic 

picaresque,” Yao heeds Lowe’s call and pulls the discussion out of “the conceptual boundaries of 

nation and nationalism” to account for what he calls the “episodic” structure of the novel, which 

does not achieve development or anti-development in a predictable manner.58 As Jed Esty writes, 

in Unseasonable Youth: Modernism, Colonialism, and the Fiction of Development, the “form-

fraying” fictions of colonialism unsettled “the progressive and stabilizing discourse of national 

culture.”59 Imagining Bulosan’s text as intrinsically responsive to the imperial condition turns its 

inconsistencies into experimentations that navigate a complex and actively indeterminate, 

suspended political and rhetorical relationship between the Filipino and America. Though the 

text bears a generally linear structure of past events leading to present events, each small 

development networks to another that circles back to its beginning. When the text’s end, a 

brother heading to war, echoes its beginning, a brother returning from war, it symbolically 

circles back in a transoceanic loop.  

 Carlos never notes a moment in which he becomes an adult, but readings of development 

would traditionally rely on such a transition. One may assume that the passage to America is 

Carlos’s moment of “development” or “manhood”; Nguyen calls his “consent to the nation” a 

sexual representation of a constructed manhood. If these assumed puberties are true, then 

“development,” and by extension the formation of subjecthood, relies upon America as the 
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apotheosis of development in Bulosan’s text. But America can also be described as what Jed Esty 

calls a story of “unseasonable youth.” Carlos, as a Filipino man, is racially a reminder of the 

“bad infinity” of capitalism that, as Esty explains, unsettles clean views of “stabilizing discourse 

of national culture” that is economically and politically bounded.60 Because his imperial origins 

and unstable, suspended political status course through his experience in America, Carlos’s body 

and Bulosan’s text represent a crisis of the transition between Progressivism and protectionism. 

Rather than adapting to the American narrative of developmental assimilation, he cannot 

assimilate—as a migrant laborer, he cannot even settle in one place. The act of immigrating to 

the metropole anticipates a story of development, but Carlos’ story is antidevelopmental, 

representing, in Esty’s formation, “modernism’s encounter” with the conflict between global 

capitalism and national coherence. America provides not “a provisional aesthetic solution” but a 

provisional aesthetic depiction of the problems that arise in this era of transitioning political 

approaches to the “foreign.”61 Writing from both within and without the metropole, it expands 

the scope and magnitude of literature’s capability to interrogate the nation within the globalizing 

world. 

As it turns out, “America,” as Bulosan conceives it, is as unstable as Carlos is. The 

relationship between Carlos and his object of study is a reciprocal one, as one acts upon the 

other. Isaac has established that a Filipino American narrative can act upon the American 

national narrative by disrupting the “presumed integrity” of a national body that is actually 

porous. In the case of America, this means unceasingly extracting, consuming, and releasing 

bodies and goods in constant circulation.62 As once- (or perhaps still-) imperialized nation, the 
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history of the Philippines in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries traces American 

interests across the rise of globalization: from imperial relationship (during and directly 

following the Spanish-American War) to Progressive imperialism (at the start of the twentieth 

century) to Cold War protectionism (and its concomitant disavowal of imperialism) to, finally, 

capitalist and military “order” or “presence” (ranging into the present). 

Where the distinction of “noncitizen national,” as imperial formation and as assurance of 

racial melancholia, is a vehicle for the United States’s disavowal of its own imperialism, as Amy 

Kaplan outlines, it is that disavowal that produces the conditions for the text that will undermine 

it.63 But though, as Isaac writes, Filipino American literature is a place “where ‘America’ meets 

its aporia,” a “tropic” that can “deform and disfigure” the symbol of America, to afford 

Bulosan’s narrative such a reparative function denies the corporeal, racializing, and disabling 

experiences of being Filipino in America.64 The melancholic condition of America does not 

accomplish some task of redefining America. Its failure to do so, and its conclusion in death 

despite the suspended, unseasonable youth of its protagonist, are a memorial to a particular kind 

of historical existence, not a tale of achieved identity. 

Across the history of this oceanic border, rapidly changing immigration laws coupled 

with the demands of unevenly growing nations made the body the central good of exchange: as 

E. San Juan Jr. writes, this effect only crescendos into the present day, as since the seventies 

“Filipino bodies have been the number one Filipino export” abroad.65 While critics often speak 

of subjective readings as detracting from social movements, the subject—the body—is the most 

critically disavowed element of Filipino transnational existence. It is the fact of the body, and the 
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massive numbers of bodies lost in circulation, that prevents Bulosan’s text from the reaching the 

reparative function that critics hope it might. The subjective melancholic narrative performs the 

critical task of refocusing on the mass of human bodies, forgotten element of transpacific 

circulations, as it responds to the systems that suspend them in an always-shifting narrative of 

coming, going, living, and dying. 
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Pledging Allegiance: American Self-Narration in 
Roosevelt’s Address Upon the Occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Statue of Liberty 
and the Tydings-McDuffie Act 
 
“We do only a small part of our duty to America when we glory in the great past.” (Roosevelt 1) 
 

On March 22, 1934, in the Tydings-McDuffie Act, the United States Congress 

established the conditions for a provisional constitution in what would become the independent 

nation of the Philippines. The first condition of that constitution was loyalty: whatever document 

Filipino leaders crafted for their country, “all citizens of the Philippine Islands [would] owe 

allegiance to the United States.” This allegiance was not a new idea, but rather the preexisting 

expectation of the neoimperial relationship between the United States and the Philippines. In 

writing the Tydings-McDuffie Act, otherwise known as the Philippine Independence Act, 

Congress allowed for the Philippines’ gradual independence within ten years. After ten years 

under the provisional constitution, written with the approval and influence of United States 

authorities, the nation would be ready to write and ratify its own. Then, “upon the final and 

complete withdrawal of American sovereignty,” the brief section fourteen explains, “the 

immigration laws of the United States… shall apply to persons who were born in the Philippine 

Islands.”66 Now citizens of their own country, Filipino people would be neither citizens nor legal 

inhabitants of the United States. 

 Between the passage of the Tydings-McDuffie Act and eventual Philippine 

Independence, on July 4, 1946, the United States mandated a confusing loyalty for Filipino 

people. Anticipating that they would, soon, profess loyalty to another nation, the United States 
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nonetheless demanded loyalty until that day. For people living in the Philippines, the goal of 

slowly establishing a nation of their own might be worth expressing such temporary loyalty. But 

for those who had immigrated to the United States since 1898, the end of the Spanish-American 

War, the Tydings-McDuffie Act made the fact of their exclusion visible and soon to be official. 

This anticipatory illegality rendered a then-growing host of anti-Asian immigration laws 

“including all the provisions thereof relating to persons ineligible to citizenship” applicable to all 

people born in the Philippines. Practically, this affected immigrants from the high-class, 

internationalist illustrado class to the impoverished migrant laborers fueling canning and 

agriculture industries along the West Coast. Once noncitizen nationals, neither citizen nor 

noncitizen inhabitants and laborers in the United States, they would all soon be “ineligible to 

citizenship.”67 

 The case of Filipino people in America illustrates a created and deliberate change in 

American political and juridical attitudes toward immigrants in the interwar period. The 

Tydings-McDuffie Act is about nine pages long, but only two short paragraphs, separated by 

pages of other content, describe the new limitations of citizenship for Filipino people. The Act 

signals a shift from a Progressive cultural relationship, focused on personal and bodily exchange, 

to a protectionist trade relationship between nations, which obscures the personal, bodily, and 

local experience of transoceanic political relationships. Moreover, while embodying that shift, 

the Act also buries it within a dense document. Such a transition demonstrates effort to shift 

flows of culture and material from outside-in to inside-out, a shift historically attributed to the 

post-World War II period. This chapter argues that as the Tydings-McDuffie Act marks a 

political effort to transition between America’s past relationship to outsiders and its future, 
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projected relationship to them, it footnotes the experiences of the individuals most impacted by 

this shift. 

 Legal and political discourses work together to accomplish this shifting relationship to 

the nation’s border. In the political sphere, just two years later, Franklin Roosevelt’s 1936 

Address Upon the Occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Statue of Liberty used a diplomatic 

ceremony, heavily covered by news media, to present as imperative the responsibility of 

America’s leaders, in the 1930s, to produce an arbitrary time scale of past, present, and future 

relationship between America and those outside its border. Like the Tydings-McDuffie Act, the 

speech shows a preference for collective over personal thinking about national identity. It 

leverages the collective to reify a new American political imperative abroad and solidify 

domestic borders. This chapter regards Roosevelt’s speech and the Tydings-McDuffie Act, 

together, as exemplary parts of a proliferating discourse of immigration to America that casts the 

bodily, local experience of coming to America as irrelevant to the future because immigration is 

part of its past. This, the chapter argues, is the historical discourse that surrounds, disavows, and 

shapes Bulosan’s America. 

 These documents crystallize as a particular, historically-situated form of what Lauren 

Berlant calls the “National Symbolic.” In representing “everyone with a memory and a 

conscience,” the National Symbolic gives those who are part of America a “privilege of 

collectively held affect, a fantasy of boundless identity,” to which to attach themselves.68 Taking 

part in that National Symbolic requires a violent sacrifice of the self, of one’s memories and 

discomforts that might depart with the official, coherent definition of the nation. But immigrants 

in this interwar period must accomplish a temporally impossible task in order to participate in the 
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National Symbolic: they must take part in a collective narrative memory of arrival in America 

that is now an event that happened before they arrived. If, “in theory, the National Symbolic 

sutures the body and subjectivity to the public sphere of discourse, time, and space that 

constitutes the ‘objective’ political reality of the nation,” as Berlant writes, then the National 

Symbolic between 1934-6 appears to tighten the sutures by delineating an immigrant past, an 

assimilative present, and an exclusive future.69 As Berlant notes, an “implosion of affect” occurs 

when an individual is sutured to the “objective” narrative of when, where, and how immigrants 

become or became American.70 Bulosan’s text demonstrates that joining the future-forward 

American project results in profound emotional and even physical pain when one’s origin and 

appearance are not naturalizable to the National Symbolic.  

 What Berlant calls “local memory,” or the parts of past and origin that may not fit within 

the schema of the National Symbolic, erupts against those sutures, producing pain—in Carlos’s 

case, racial melancholia. Local memory is the domain of the individual’s body; it tells another 

story about the experience of being in, and under, the nation. The National Symbolic, structured 

and formed through discourse on immigration in documents like the Tydings-McDuffie Act and 

Roosevelt’s speech, avoids invitations to recognize or offer dignity to those bodies and memories 

that cannot suture to it. Unlike Berlant’s examples, Carlos and other nonwhite immigrants in the 

early twentieth century are betrayed by the racial marking that belies their non-belonging in the 

National Symbolic of the time. Immigration discourse, in this period, then builds on a National 

Symbolic that, in Berlant’s nineteenth-century frame, depended mostly upon the individual’s 

submission to the nation. As the United States confronts the implications of its expansion 
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overseas, the National Symbolic accrues new matrices for inclusion into its collective affective 

fantasy: 

 INCLUDED: National — Collective — Future — Bordered 

 EXCLUDED: Local — Body — Past — Transnational 

From America’s beginning, Berlant argues, one has had to sacrifice local memory in order to 

participate in the national body. In the interwar period, the National Symbolic, as represented in 

political and juridical discourse, shifts to focus more on its future than its past, as Roosevelt’s 

Address will demonstrate. That future is necessarily bordered. The past, with its connection to 

the experience of immigration, is transnational. Even if one sacrifices one’s local memory, which 

was once the condition of belonging in the National Symbolic, to embody the past in appearance 

or transnational origin, is, as these new matrices of belonging crystallize, to be excluded from the 

National Symbolic. Political discourse in the interwar period, exemplified by Roosevelt’s speech, 

focuses on contemporary, and importantly collective assimilationism, mostly for the still then-

marginalized European populations that passed through Ellis Island. Clipping transnational 

experience into an element of national history, an act that Roosevelt’s Address performs, 

relegates the physical and psychic tensions of transnational memory to the local level. 

Transnational histories, for Roosevelt, are not part of the National Symbolic. 

What Roosevelt describes, the Tydings-McDuffie Act legally marks: the transition 

between this transnational past and bordered future will happen within the next ten years. There 

is no opportunity, in the case of Filipino people, to suture oneself to the nation, even if one 

already lives and thrives within it: they fall, officially, beyond the boundaries of inclusion in the 

nation. This shift in policy reflects an overarching rejection of the original idea that anyone, from 

anywhere, can participate in the National Symbolic through volition and self-sacrifice. No matter 
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how far Filipino immigrants have worked to participate in the project of the nation and its 

economy, the politically easy solution to the contemporary problem of growing Filipino 

immigration is to reverse it. Transnational Filipino-American memory is no longer just a 

regressive element of the past, as Roosevelt’s speech would categorize it to be, but an officially 

unacceptable narrative element. It is grounds for exclusion from the nation.  

Though the imperative to relinquish control of the Philippines during a period of 

economic austerity and rising Filipino resistance was clear, the decision to exclude Filipino 

immigrants from the United States was not obviously economically or politically pragmatic. 

Anticipated illegality in the United States erased the past and present reality of Filipino people 

coming to and joining America because Filipino people neither were nor ever would be citizens 

of the country or part of its narrative. This chapter suggests that officially removing Filipino 

access to and participation in the nation crystallized race, ethnicity, or geographic background as 

a, perhaps the, deciding factor for exclusion within the national collective at the time. Official 

adoption of European immigration as the historical end of acceptable transnationalism imbricates 

race into history. The body becomes not only excluded by, but also the means determining 

exclusion from, the National Symbolic. 

In this historical moment, race operates as a silence undergirding immigration discourse. 

The origin of the body is “an element that functions alongside the things said, with them and in 

relation to them within over-all strategies.”71 Possessing a body that, in its appearance, suggests a 

story other to an official and proliferating origin story (e.g. a European immigration tale) marks 

one as immediately disloyal to the National Symbolic, even if that reading is not spoken of in 

official discourse. As political and juridical, or sanctioned, discourse selects language of 
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collective, future, bordered national identity, it excludes language of the body that could attest to 

other, possibly violent and exclusive, experiences from those falling outside its matrices of 

acceptance. At the same time, a globalizing economy of both trade and war heightens awareness 

of this otherness of which one cannot speak.  

Political and juridical discourse in the middle of the 1930s, then, is a space in which race 

is both eminent and officially nonexistent. To sustain its exclusion from discourse depends upon 

the creation of a collective unity that sidelines the individual body. Bodies betray race and racial 

motivations; they also betray the affects and violence that accompany exclusionary policies. A 

discourse sidelining the body only proliferates another kind of violence: it creates conditions for 

racial melancholia, in which an individual can long to be, but for an invisible reason cannot be, 

part of the nation.  

Roosevelt’s Address expertly (re)produces silence on race by repeating and refashioning 

a specific form of American history that can channel, always and only, to the collective bordered 

future. There are two histories in effect within the speech: the first, which bookends the speech, 

is the history of the memorial object (the Statue of Liberty); the second, which provides the 

speech’s content, is the story of American immigration that the object memorializes. Only fifty 

years old in 1936, the statue is part of “the making of history” of immigration, the final of the 

four phases that Michel-Rolph Trouillot defines as the process of history. Establishing a 

universal symbol for liberty creates space and occasion for “the moment of retrospective 

significance,” establishing a narrative of liberty acquisition that is closed and past.72 As Berlant 

writes, the Statue of Liberty is part of the process of America’s “assumed relation,” an emblem 

of the National Symbolic that “means that national subjects already share not just a history, or a 
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political allegiance, but a set of forms and the affect that makes these forms meaningful.”73 

Roosevelt communicates ideas about the present state of immigration through a symbol that not 

only defines immigration as past but also engenders affect. The substance of the memorial, and 

the act of lauding it, further its history, an act which, Trouillot and many others note, extends the 

silences implicit in memorializing a particular version of a story as the singular form of history. 

The speech is not about the Statue of Liberty, but using the statues of reason for a 

politically important occasion allows Roosevelt to build on understood and already limiting 

visions of history. Roosevelt begins by welcoming André Lefebvre de la Boulaye, the French 

Ambassador at the time, and François de Tessan, a French journalist and Roosevelt’s friend who 

would later die at Buchenwald, along with the then-governor and mayor of New York and 

Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes. In the interwar period, the concept of liberty unites the 

French and American governments, and so this unnecessary memorial speech bears mostly 

political significance, ostensibly to crystallize a bond, a “pledge,” with the foreign power. After 

all, the symbol around which Roosevelt summarizes American history within the speech is a 

“gift” from across the ocean.74 This transference of materials reflects the transfer of 

Enlightenment ideals from Europe to the United States that eventually dominates Roosevelt’s 

description of the nation’s moral heritage. Roosevelt’s speech becomes about the transfer of raw 

materials and the development of a heritage linked implicitly to Europe. 

After thanking his French visitors, though, and recognizing the “old neighbor and friend 

from across the sea” who provided the statue, Roosevelt turns his attention to the “covenant 

between ourselves and our most cherished convictions.” The language of “covenant” connotes 
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sacred or even biblical devotion to moral value. This compact must be relevant to all Americans, 

for Roosevelt from the beginning of the speech employs the collective pronoun “our.”75 The 

intellectual and moral heritage of the United States is shared, but it requires allegiance to and 

reverence for the communal value of liberty. Language of emphasis garners communal affect 

around a moral value, following the traditional process of the National Symbolic. 

This community feeling is a destiny manifest in the journey to the United States, 

specifically from the “Europe” and “Asia” where, “four hundred years ago,” “there was little 

hope of liberty for the average men of courage and good-will.” In order to tell the story of his 

own nation, Roosevelt tells the story of a loosely-defined group of nations outside of it. He 

focuses on class power, “the ambitions of a ruling class” that, combined with the vaguely 

oppressive “times,” “conspired against” liberty. By removing specificity from origin, Roosevelt 

works to create a collective history relevant to individuals of both European and Asian descent, 

though those with family histories in Africa (for example, any descendant of enslaved people) 

are excluded from this collective origin. Class stratification was, Roosevelt describes, the enemy 

of “liberty of conscience, liberty of speech, liberty of the person, liberty of economic 

opportunity” in the old world. Into that vacuum of “economic [and] political liberty,” the United 

States provides these four central, and universal, liberties.76 Though Roosevelt establishes 

specific origins for his citizens, he expects that all can identify with a preference for such 

liberties.  

Arrival in the Americas is a “great [irony]” to Roosevelt. From the discrete starting point 

four hundred years ago, America’s history moves forward in time as its progenitors move across 
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space in search of “the silk and jewels of Cathay.” Though Roosevelt has mentioned Asia as an 

origin point, the location of Cathay within Asia unveils America’s real progenitors as specifically 

European, in search of Asian riches. This erasure through implication is one of many within the 

speech, the loudest being the absence of the transatlantic slave trade, which would undermine, 

among other things, the discourse of liberty that is Roosevelt’s mission throughout his speech. In 

finding the “new world” to replace the exhausted “old one,” these European explorers 

accomplished what “Almighty” destiny lay forth. Those who settle in America were 

“enlightened” to the level that God defines as necessary to establish a new, and by definition 

superior, nation. Within the first few minutes of the speech, Roosevelt crystallizes the key 

rhetorical devices that motor his speech: Enlightenment values, especially liberty; European 

heritage, with which all can identify through Enlightenment values; and a division between the 

“new” and the “old,” with a preference for the former.77 These intangible values promoted 

tangible flow of goods and materials from outside of the nation in.  

Motion into the nation is, Roosevelt explains, a part of the past “over three centuries.” 

The primary material of this flow is “a steady stream of men, women and children” who identify 

with liberty. These people are drawn by values, rather than motivated by a need or desire to 

escape their home conditions: coming to America, within the boundaries of Roosevelt’s speech, 

is always a choice. Origins do not matter, but character does: those who choose to come to 

America possess “strength and moral fibre developed in a civilization centuries old but fired 

anew by the dream of a better life in America.” Motion to the “new” matters more than the 

specificities of “the cultures of a hundred old” civilizations.78 By eschewing discussion of 
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nations for discussion of civilizations, Roosevelt effectively erases distinctions between other 

nations and, by contrast, solidifies the exception of well-defined America. America is a nation of 

forward motion, and return to or even memory of the old or outside runs counter to “our” project 

of American nationhood.  

Explicitly, Roosevelt underlines the moral values that sutured immigrants to the United 

States. Positioning himself as a lecturer on history, “teaching” it differently from others, 

Roosevelt works to emphasize the sense that arrival in the United States was not random but an 

emblem of moral superiority and individual choice. Those who came “were men and women 

who had the supreme courage to strike out for themselves.”79 In his references to teaching, 

Roosevelt recognizes the multiple sources of history production in education, cultural 

production, and political power. In Trouillot’s terms, Roosevelt attempts to retrieve facts 

differently from previous thinking so that the moment of retrospection resonates differently with 

his audience. In so doing, he constructs new silences around those who did not choose to arrive 

in America entirely, or at all, out of forward-looking courage or even choice at all.  

Once Roosevelt solidifies his time-origin marker, four hundred years ago, and the 

specific space-origin marker, Europe, he speaks of immigration only in the past tense and only, 

implicitly, from Europe to America. These verbs enact a break with origin that allows Roosevelt 

to demand of immigrants the abandonment of the language of home: Roosevelt reminds his 

listener that immigrants “abandon language,” “choose that their children shall live in the new 

language,” and establish “a unity in language and speech” at separate moments across his 
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speech.80 A decision to embrace liberty requires abandoning old languages and adopting loyalty 

to the shared language. English is the language of liberty. 

Spatially, temporally, and verbally then, America is separate from the land of origin: the 

“new” future is desirable, and the “old” is merely a location for which an immigrant could have a 

small “affection.” Roosevelt calls the Statue of Liberty, and Ellis Island, “one of America’s great 

places of romance” because it is the meeting point where “the things [immigrants] most desired,” 

in America, met their desirers. Such grand passion outweighs nostalgia. In this passion, 

Roosevelt creates a powerful “they” to refer to all immigrants, who, he suggests, are the same. 

“They” come “in steerage,” “speaking many tongues—but a single language, the universal 

language of human aspiration.”81 They achieve, find freedom, and create new freedom, together. 

Roosevelt’s vision of “new” and “old” worlds, and his utopian belief in the spatial differentiation 

between the two, is a pattern reflected in Bulosan’s New World/Old World speech. 

Fundamentally, though, the story surrounding Macario’s rhetoric in America undermines 

Roosevelt’s grand passion for America erasing transnational nostalgia and memory. 

Roosevelt could not select one immigrant story and synecdochize it for the entire nation. 

But in his effort to create a collective retrospective history with a coherent affirmation of liberty 

and language, he not only erases specificity but also hardship and division. “Eager, seeking 

millions” are a singular object, a “they,” that is a “memory” in the United States, replaced by 

“the New World’s freedom” which becomes “safer, richer, more far-reaching, more capable of 

growth” with their addition.82 In galvanizing affective identification, Roosevelt’s speech creates 

gaping silences. He creates an American history at the expense of the transoceanic, regressive, 
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bodily memory by which immigrants experience the United States. The embedded exclusion of 

non-European immigrants within Roosevelt’s speech renders their local memories relevant to 

American identity even as it calls for their rejection. This formation creates the condition for 

racial melancholia, or the condition of vacillation between desire to be and inability to be part of 

the nation with racial origin as the deciding factor.  

One of the critical racializing structures of Roosevelt’s speech is his suggestion that 

“within this present generation that stream [of immigration] from abroad has largely stopped.” 

Like the damming of rivers by the WPA, slowed immigration to the United States was not an 

organic trickling out but the result of constructed, legal barriers to immigration. These barriers 

discriminated between immigrants based on nation of origin, creating categories along racial 

lines. Roosevelt justifies this approach by claiming that “we have within our shores today the 

materials out of which we shall continue to build an even better home for liberty.”83 At this 

moment in Roosevelt’s speech, he begins to speak in the present tense, and he also dehumanizes 

the humans in his story. The past cultural changes enable a transformation from a group of 

people who make choices to a group of people who are economic materials, organized in service 

of the divine, and divinely inspired, force of liberty in a globalizing economy. Carlos, protagonist 

of America, is only one of myriad protagonists from the literature of the era whose experience 

attends to this commodification of human bodies. 

Roosevelt forms his temporal argument around the economic imperative for forward 

growth. As raw materials, humans sacrifice both humanity and past for the sake of liberty’s (and 

God’s) “destiny”: 

We take satisfaction in the thought that those who have left their native land to join us, 
may still retain here their affection for some things left behind -- old customs, old 
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language, old friends. Looking to the future, they wisely choose that their children shall 
live in the new language and in the new customs of our new people. And those children 
more and more realize their common destiny in America. That is true whether their 
forebears came past this place eight generations ago or only one. (Roosevelt 4) 

 

In the concept of “common destiny,” memorialized by the Statue of Liberty, the past is entirely 

flattened. One generation and eight generations of time in America become, in the present tense, 

a single and nontemporal “past” that is nonetheless a story of directional development. The 

“past” becomes a thing, or a material, just like the memorial statue. This rhetorical move not 

only builds a common, textureless past to define community identity, but it also enables the 

“hope of a common future” to logically outweigh the “reverence for a common past” that is, after 

all, merely an affection by comparison to America’s grand romance.84 

 What binds or, to borrow Berlant’s terms, sutures Americans together is, to Roosevelt, 

the future. This future is manifest in “unity” of language, speech, law, economics, education, and 

“general purpose,” Roosevelt continues. The sacrifice, in this description, is natural rather than 

imposed, chosen and not enforced, for “millions of people.”85 Embracing the future requires 

silencing the past and indeed changing its character, from a temporally constant flow to a 

concrete and bounded object. Here Roosevelt produces another silence: he silences the effort 

required to envelop oneself in the unity of the nation, in learning its language and its cultural 

practices but also in adopting a history that, by nature of national, ethnic, or racial origin, 

excludes it. The concept of liberty is, for Roosevelt, all-encompassing: it overcomes the power of 

the past. This replacement is possible in rhetoric, but not in material experience. If “history 

begins with bodies and artifacts: living brains, fossils, texts, buildings,” then each body 
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proliferates meanings in history no matter how hard it may work to participate in neutralized 

history.86 Roosevelt’s rhetorical time faces the function of actuality, in which time moved and 

moves at an even pace. 

 The neutral, timeless artifact of history is a given in Roosevelt’s rhetoric, though. With 

America’s identity and unity closed and certain, the nation can face outward. This is the final 

value of Roosevelt’s contemporary temporal argument: that the future-space is defined by 

American motion outward, which replaces the past accomplishment of motion in. Assured liberty 

will extend itself, Roosevelt makes certain. America anticipates its own role as extender of both 

liberty and peace in the future, an articulation whose effects, within the next ten years, are 

enormous. Just like the dawn over Sandy Hook, liberty’s “enlightening” power extends to all 

other spaces, again without distinction between them.  

 Though “citizens of all democracies unite in their desire for peace,” even Grover 

Cleveland, the president who accepted the gift of the Statue of Liberty, recognized America’s 

role in extending the light of liberty. Again, this extension is vague, effortless, and natural, but 

Roosevelt charges liberty with activity in his present. The “new world” takes on responsibility, a 

task that it can accomplish because of its established unity. Liberty, which naturally extends and 

appeals to others, must also communicate peace outside of the nation. Unity is part of this 

“example,” and without it, America cannot be the powerful “better civilization” that can provide 

the world stability and peace.87 

 Roosevelt seems to operate in the kind of worldview “whose terminus in global conflict 

seemed, to many, foreordained,” as Saint Amour explains.88 His focus on the future, “in times as 
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troubled and uncertain as these,” seems to foreknow turbulent times. The solution, then, is unity 

that can achieve an exemplary use of the “untold and untapped wealth of human resources” that 

immigration achieved.89 The national narrative, and its concomitant sacrifices and silences, 

serves a purpose specific to the interwar period. While United States trade expansionism is the 

ostensible aim of Roosevelt’s speech, the anxieties within his confidence should be of equal 

importance to critics. The price of confidence is rejection of a past that recycles and reemerges 

elsewhere. While the “melting pot” of disembodied and dehumanized “human resources” may 

bear a singular history, the artificial temporal and racial borders defining it do not disappear but 

proliferate into separate discourses of identity. These discourses mushroom as the United States 

extends itself, and so, with accumulating international power, domestic unity, perhaps, fades. 

 The anxious underbelly of Roosevelt’s rhetoric begins to appear characteristic of 

discourses on immigration the longer one examines them. The Tydings-McDuffie Act, viewed in 

light of Roosevelt’s speech, seems both consistent with and frustrating to Roosevelt’s 

constructed nation. Its focus on trade and economic exchange outside the nation, and the 

example it sets for what will become known after World War II as “nation-building,” is 

consistent with Roosevelt’s project. Its understanding of cultural and bodily exchange, however, 

complicates and undermines Roosevelt’s distinctions between past and future. Indeed, the 

legislative language belies a complex and still active conversation over immigration at the time 

of Roosevelt’s confident speech. Like the speech, the Tydings-McDuffie Act formulates its plan 

for the future by constructing a boundary for inclusion in the unified, loyal America that will 

extend itself into the world. Also like Roosevelt’s speech, the Act bounds American identity 

along lines of origin, rejecting immigrants along ethnic lines to preserve the achieved identity 
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that Roosevelt calls part of the past. The result is an official division between national futurity 

and local futurity: both anxious, both foreclosed, but one powerful over, and exclusive of, the 

other.  

 Political rhetoric of carrying “forward American freedom and American peace by making 

them living facts in a living present” is familiar rhetoric in the post-World War II political space. 

A balm for future anxiety is present protection, the fostering of a cohesive national community to 

which to “re-dedicate” oneself.90 Yet creating the “living present” of freedom and peace within 

national narrative produces anxious futurities for individual populations uncertain of their roles 

in that America: African-American people, non-European immigrants, and, particularly, those 

recent immigrants whose loyalty falls into question are all dubiously connected to this “living 

present” that Roosevelt builds out of lush descriptions of a shared past. The “great past” is not 

only an object to treasure but an object to inspire expansion, Roosevelt explains. But that “great 

past” creates its own undoing. 

 That Roosevelt presents his speech celebrating the Statue of Liberty two years after the 

passage of the Tydings-McDuffie Act underlines the implications of legislation on the National 

Symbolic. Without legal actions, rhetorical constructions of nation are just, and only, rhetorical. 

The coexistence of both documents during a single presidency at the end of the Great Depression 

suggests a discourse around the National that is both official and proliferating, focused on the 

future, with a “new,” “living present” investment in establishing its temporal, ethnic, and official 

borders. 

 From a contemporary outlook, the Act’s stated purpose of providing “for the complete 

independence of the Philippine Islands” is problematic, for it embeds the ten year lapse in time 
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between declared and achieved independence deeper within its text.91 The Tydings-McDuffie 

Act establishes a nation-building, gradual-release model more commonly attributed to 

decolonization attempts after the Second World War. Though Filipino Studies scholars 

alternately characterize the relationship of the Philippines to America as postcolonial or 

neoimperial, the Tydings-McDuffie Act characterizes the relationship as neither and both. By 

ensuring trade and economic links, a neoimperial relationship, but disavowing citizenship links, 

a postcolonial feat, the Act establishes a futurity that is stable and practical for the United States 

but unstable, in fact untheorizable in general academic terms, for the Philippines and especially 

for Filipino people. The implications of this effort to elide post- or neo- colonial or imperial 

relationships can be read as both emblematic of what Amy Kaplan calls the United States’s 

imperial disavowal and predictive of its ongoing, post-World War II struggle to define its 

diplomatic relationships to territories within the American axis of power. 

 At the start of its first section, the Tydings-McDuffie Act establishes both authority and 

specificity. Congress possesses authority that it passes to the Philippine Legislature, which “is 

hereby authorized to provide for the election of delegates to a constitutional convention.” The 

trappings of civil organization, and democracy, move outward from the center (the United 

States) to the periphery in one last civilizing act.92 The territory over which that Legislature has 

power is that which was “ceded to the United States by the treaty of peace concluded between 

the United States and Spain on the 10th day of December 1898,” at the end of the Spanish-

American War.93 By delineating the Philippines’s territory along the lines of the 1898 treaty, the 

Act places the United States in a lineage of colonialism: nothing has changed since the Spanish. 
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 Except, it turns out, much has: the stipulations for the new Philippine Constitution, which 

the Act takes eight pages to reveal must last for ten years, belie an anxiety that the new, 

independent nation sustain its devotion to the nation to which it was militarily, politically, and 

economically cleaved in the 1898 treaty without retaining many advantages. The first 

“mandatory provision” of the Tydings-McDuffie Act is that “All citizens of the Philippine 

Islands shall owe allegiance to the United States.” The question of allegiance, and questionable 

allegiance, pervades both the Tydings-McDuffie Act and Roosevelt’s speech. Neither demands a 

verbal oath of allegiance. Instead, they frame allegiance as economic intimacy and the 

dominance of the English language—America’s easy penetration of the distant, or peripheral, 

space—combined with acceptance of the sanctity of America’s borders from the outside. This 

proves to be a problematic definition. 

 The Act stipulates this allegiance within the temporary constitution “pending the final 

and complete withdrawal of the sovereignty of the United States over the Philippine Islands,” but 

the ten years allowed for that withdrawal assure that American influence will sustain over fifty 

years.94 As Kimberley Alidio suggests, the Progressive Era United States established an 

education system in the Philippines that encouraged a “perversely life-giving” global vision 

among its students. The “global imaginary” presented in childrens’ textbooks encouraged youth 

to imagine their future beyond their own nation, in the United States, specifically as 

economically productive global citizens.95 Alidio’s analysis reveals the emphasis placed, 

throughout United States occupation, on raising children who would shift the nation’s alignment 

toward the United States and away from the national, guerilla, or communist movements that 
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could radicalize the nation or emphasize its own borders. In effect, the call for allegiance in the 

Tydings-McDuffie Act works to ensure directional fluidity in which the Philippines will long to 

keep America close, in which Filipino people will long to travel to and engage with America, 

and in which, no matter how “final and complete” the withdrawal, American influence will 

sustain. This becomes a familiar postcolonial setup after World War II.96 

 Language of allegiance continues throughout the stipulations for the preliminary 

constitution. “Every officer” in this placeholder government must accept “the supreme authority 

of and [maintain] true faith and allegiance to the United States.”97 Allegiance emerges as the 

primary concern of the document, just as the decision to leave behind the past for embrace of the 

present and future, a demonstration of allegiance, is the primary concern of Roosevelt’s. The 

implications of allegiance are not only tangible privileges for the United States, in tax-free 

possession of its “cemeteries, churches, and parsonages or convents,” but also for its values, 

notably “absolute toleration of religious sentiment.”98 In Provision 8, the constitution is required 

to account “for the establishment and maintenance of an adequate system of public schools, 

primarily conducted in the English language.”99 In emphasizing a “melting pot” that standardizes 

to English language, Roosevelt’s speech follows a pattern that emerges also in the juridical 

sphere. 

 Aside from these specific cultural values, the bulk of the provisional Philippine 

Constitution is a military or economic matter. The United States retains its ability “to maintain 

military and other reservations and armed forces in the Philippines”100 and to govern foreign 
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affairs, which are “under the direct supervision and control of the United States.”101 Anxiety over 

strategic military and economic links dominates the Act; after establishing a culture of enduring 

allegiance, the Act’s second (and more long-winded) priority centers on maintaining its position. 

This desire for influence is the reason for the ten-year, suspended independence that the United 

States establishes. In the face of its own, and the global metropolis in general’s uncertain future, 

this suspension is a protective measure. Pragmatic and strategic, the Act works to sustain world 

order, to extend, as Roosevelt would later say, “peace” beyond American borders. At the same 

time, though, it formulates a violent futurity for the citizens subject to its policy. 

 “Citizens” are an object in the Tydings-McDuffie Act. Just like the “masses” in steerage, 

they are attributed volition (they choose to pledge allegiance) and denied it. Where “citizens and 

corporations of the United States shall enjoy in the Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands all 

the civil rights of the citizens and corporations, respectively, thereof,” the Act ignores the idea of 

a parallel privilege for citizens of the Philippines.102 Indeed, even when entirely under the 

sovereignty of the United States, all Filipino people both within and without the Philippines were 

categorized as “noncitizen nationals,” suspended in a nationless identity. The very idea of 

citizenship of the Philippine Islands, which were not unified under a strong leadership or identity 

before the arrival of the Spanish, is created in the first stipulation of this Act, which speaks to 

“citizens of the Philippines.” In its request for allegiance, the Act assumes a parallel allegiance to 

a still-invisible nation. Carlos’s problems demonstrating loyalty to the hope of America, and by 

extension to formal literary coherence, stem from this demonstrated, and in fact mandated, 

dilemma. 
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 To whom should the individual pledge allegiance? Where the Tydings-McDuffie Act 

asks “the people of the Philippine Islands” to sustain loyalty to the United States, it also asks 

them to identify as “people of” this space, even to identify as “citizens,” even if they will only be 

citizens in the future. Where the Act exhaustively stipulates the form of the new Filipino 

government, the future structure of its debts, and the tax it will allow on goods like sugar (6a), 

coconut oil (6b), and rope (6c), all that it stipulates on the issue of citizenship is that “citizens of 

the Philippine Islands who are not citizens of the United States shall be considered as if they 

were aliens.”103 In rewriting the conditions of noncitizen national status, the Tydings-McDuffie 

Act tips the scale toward alienation: in terms of immigration, “the Philippine Islands shall be 

considered to be a foreign country,” though the Philippine Islands, as a nation, do not yet exist.104 

 The notoriously racist and ableist Immigration Acts of 1917 and 1924 could not restrict 

travel to the United States by noncitizen national migrants. In creating an imaginary “foreign 

country” for the purposes of immigration law, the Tydings-McDuffie Act speeds racial 

identification of Filipino people with other Asian people, though United States anthropologists in 

the Progressive Era always struggled to place Filipino people within their obsessive matrices of 

ethnicity. That the Philippine Islands becomes a “foreign country” “for the purposes” of 

immigration policy abruptly establishes temporary nationhood to facilitate exclusion.105 Where 

United States nationhood is sacred, Philippine nationhood is an adjustable pawn that will work to 

the benefit of the United States. This mutability requires fluidity in the characterization of a 

group of people, who are at once “citizens” and only “the people of” the Philippine Islands, at 

once and paradoxically loyal and alien to the United States.  
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 In all of its specificity, even differentiating goods in trade like sugar and oil with distinct 

policies, the Act avoids specificity about Filipino experience beyond its exclusion from, and 

irrelevance to, the United States. The local, bodily, individual experience of the Filipino, 

characterized by its culturally transoceanic worldview engendered by Progressive acculturation 

and education, cannot be transoceanic anymore. Even if she was “inside,” the Filipina is now 

“outside.” 

 The critical clause of the Tydings-McDuffie Act is a short paragraph in Section 14. Not 

only is immigration from the Philippines limited to fifty people per year, following the 1917 and 

1924 Acts, but also: 

 Upon the final and complete withdrawal of American sovereignty over the Philippine 
Islands the immigration laws of the United States (including all the provisions thereof 
relating to persons ineligible to citizenship) shall apply to persons who were born in the 
Philippine Islands to the same extent as in the case of other foreign countries. (464) 

 

This clause renders all “noncitizen national” individuals in America, ten years in the future, just 

as “alien” as those people from the Philippines who live in their home country. Where the 

Tydings-McDuffie Act responds to the United States’ insecure future with protection, it excludes 

Filipino individuals from its borders both in the present and then, completely, in its future. 

 The conditions of this exclusion rely upon the confusing and contradictory treatment of 

Filipino nationality and allegiance upon which the Act’s stability depends. In excluding a clear 

sense of who is Filipino and when, the Act can achieve its ends of foreign influence while 

enhancing the sense that, no matter how acculturated the Filipino individual is, and even if she 

has lived in the United States for decades, she is not and cannot be American. Attaching 

exclusion to the 1917 and 1924 Acts presents ethnicity, or race, as the primary deciding factor in 

exclusion. 
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 All Filipino people, then, wherever they exist in space, experience a legislated need to 

“be” American and a legislated inability to do so. In this interwar period, then, racial melancholia 

becomes a legal structure perpetuated in discourse that structures the National Symbolic into its 

two clear lines of inclusion and exclusion. The conditions for achieving a unified nation require 

disembodied narratives excluding individual, affective, local memories. Though the National 

Symbolic requires those who join the nation to lose themselves in it, crystallizing the nation 

seems paradoxically to require preventing individuals from doing so. The uneven effects of these 

stipulations fall along racial lines and bud affective experiences.  

 As Elizabeth Anker has noted, the idea of a nation as orienting, sovereign body to subdue 

unpredictable, individual experiences reaches to Europe in the Middle Ages. The “democratic 

process is believed to unite a national population into a balanced, self-authorizing whole,” 

neutralizing the “chaotic” local experiences of the self under a force that can “discipline and 

quell the insurrectionary impulses of both the natural and liberal social bodies.”106 Roosevelt’s 

1936 speech describes this democratic process, in which reasonable and Enlightened individuals 

choose to master their base affections for the homeland in preference for the ordering 

sovereignty of the nation. By leaving behind their personal affections for home, these immigrants 

choose the unity on which, he emphasizes, the United States is built. The Tydings-McDuffie Act 

disallows as it demands this democratic process of identification as it struggles to navigate the 

United States’ sovereignty over its pseudo-colonial charge. The United States’ fraught 

relationship with its own colonial, or imperial, intentions complicates its ability to sustain a 

traditional relationship with the individual sutured to it. The immigrant’s relationship to the 

nation frays, and the discourse of immigration proliferates.  
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 Anker’s analysis of contemporary human rights discourse provides a useful hermeneutic 

for immigration discourse in the American 20th century. Both discourses build on a “script” of 

the human in which “the dignified individual in possession of rights is imagined to inhabit an 

always already fully integrated and inviolable body: a body that is whole, autonomous, and self-

enclosed.”107 This definition of humanity benefits descriptions of the nation like Roosevelt’s. 

But, just as Anker describes human rights discourse, the discourse of immigration is increasingly 

opportunistic in Roosevelt’s speech: because America has accepted and created unity among its 

immigrants, it can now extend outward. Erasure of the past in preference for the “new” relies 

upon the old, liberal understanding of a subject that chooses its national identification. The 

erasure of bodily, local, or transoceanic memory is a prerequisite for the opportunistic mission of 

the national future. 

 Similarly, the Tydings-McDuffie Act’s amnesiac effort to erase transpacific Filipino-

American identity to closure is born of an opportunistic desire to channel flows of people and 

culture out and flow of raw materials (this time nonhuman) in. In its ambivalence toward Filipino 

citizenship, and its inconsistent articulation of past and present citizenships, the Act yields “a 

highly truncated, decorporealized vision of the subject” consistent with Roosevelt’s treatment of 

the individual.108 Both documents depict a discourse that rejects embodied experience: any 

physical or mental troubles habituating to the expectations of the state are irrational or 

subhuman. Memory, then, is cast outside of the discourse of immigration. 

 Such a discourse of immigration “is as disappointingly idle and unconvincing as it is 

abstract and idealized.”109 Envisioning a German immigrant to America who vanquishes 
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memories of mountain air as she languishes in an overcrowded tenement house in New York 

City is as inconceivable as envisioning a Filipino migrant laborer living in California who can 

pledge full “allegiance” to a United States whose labor laws will not protect him and which 

promises to brand him as “alien” at the end of a ten-year countdown. Rejecting the body, and the 

individual subject, demands a temporal alignment inconsistent with embodied experience. After 

all, even Roosevelt’s speech and the Tydings-McDuffie Act bear the overt imprint of the 

anxieties of the time.  

 This chapter suggests that, in their efforts to “[cleanse] human subjectivity of the body’s 

signature,” discourses of immigration in the interwar period in fact did the opposite, heightening 

the bodily and psychic pain of the transnational experience by creating the conditions for racial 

melancholia. Beyond mandating the erasure of local memory through the Eurocentric and future-

focused National Symbolic, juridical discourse applied racial justification to a new category 

between “included” and “excluded” populations. Under the suspended futurity of the Tydings-

McDuffie Act, opportunistic articulations of who can and cannot strive to be American, and 

when, proliferate. In other words, the nation’s own confusion over who it is and aspires to be, 

produces a different kind of fear at the level of the body. Rather than erasing the body, discourse 

of immigration brings the body, its racial or ethnic makeup and the memory it was supposed to 

reject, to the fore, even as it fails to discuss this racial matrix along which the body is evaluated 

and from which springs its embodied anguish. 

 The robust study of human rights discourse offers a helpful way to think through the 

issues of immigration discourse with which it is, increasingly, enmeshed. Both must address 

necessarily shifting understandings of the nature of a nation and its relationship to the individuals 

that it includes, and ostracizes, from its definitions of humanity. This chapter makes a historical 
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argument that the anxious futurities and ambitions of the interwar period proliferate immigration 

discourse that erases bodily experience while it depends upon the body’s race and origin. That 

argument relies upon the theoretical argument that embodied experience is not erased by, but 

also increasingly upset and enlivened by, the anguish of trying to become American when the 

right to do so is differentially distributed. To borrow from Anker, I suggest that discourse 

benefits from the understanding “that certain types of pain might engender both individual 

meaning and a culture’s common ethos and fabric of belonging.”110 

 Immigrants participate in the discourse of belonging, often through writing. Historically, 

though, those in power reject the bodily experience as evidence. In the case of Carlos Bulosan’s 

1946 America is in the Heart, broad populations in fact misread the racial anguish of the 

immigrant as eager acceptance of a healing nation. In the age of globalization, transnationality is 

the rule, not the exception. Attending and rereading to embodiment in immigrant fiction, 

however politically fraught that embodiment may be, can reshape discourses on immigration that 

reify outmoded, simplistic histories of belonging. 
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Conclusion: A “Perversely Life-Giving” Disloyalty 

In thinking through the interrelationships of the immigrant and the nation in discourse, 

the idea of loyalty and allegiance emerges, by turns, as a tool, an aspiration, and a weapon. 

Loyalty is, after all, the central tool of the National Symbolic, though conceptually loyalty is, as 

Berlant and others have recognized, a fantasy sign for an unprovable concept. The inability to 

convincingly express loyalty is, for Carlos in America is in the Heart, a source of racial 

melancholia: when one’s race, origins, and eventually disability cast loyalty into doubt, the 

aspiration to demonstrate it only builds. For the American nation, in the interwar period, loyalty 

and allegiance also becomes a weapon, both enforcing exclusions and proliferating silent, slow 

violences upon those whose skin and passport suggests an unacceptably transnational personal 

history. 

As readers, though, we expect the same kind of loyalty. Like a nation, we paradoxically 

demand and make impossible an authentic allegiance to coherent form. This thesis intends to 

apprehend the expectation, not only of the nation but also of the critic, that authentic experience 

fit within a comprehensible testimonial form. Carlos, Bulosan’s protagonist, is an unreliable 

character, constantly unfolding. To expect linearity, development, a cohesive subjectivity, or 

successful solidarity of his narrative is, it seems, to demand a departure from his authentic, 

melancholic experience in America. Like America’s policies toward Filipino people, Carlos’s 

story repeatedly changes its mind. Kimberley Alidio describes the structures of American 

Progressive colonial education as “perversely life-giving,” for they seemed to offer stability a 

way to live though they required destroying local knowledge and culture. 111 Rather than working 

to frame Bulosan’s racial melancholia in a redemptive structure, I suggest that his disloyalty to 
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form, in light of the rigid structures of the National Symbolic, is also perversely life-giving. 

Prizing authenticity over allegiance, it does not escape the longing to express both at once but, 

despite its shortcomings, still offers a new avenue to survivance. 

The idea of “authentic allegiance” may, it turns out, be an irreconcilable paradox. That 

Bulosan’s text, once (improperly) lauded as patriotic description of America’s healing power, 

was blacklisted within ten years of its first publication for expressing anti-American communist 

sentiment shows how fragile and mutable the ideas of allegiance and loyalty can be. Accusations 

that Bulosan incorporates into his “personal history” numerous anecdotes of events that he did 

not witness but only learned about through others also challenge the idea of his text’s 

authenticity. What is loyalty or allegiance as time passes? What narrative is authentic to 

experience? This thesis avoids referring to Bulosan’s text as autobiography or personal history 

largely to skirt this debate over veracity. 

Stuart Hall frames the postmodern condition, which would arrive shortly after Bulosan’s 

time, as one in which subjects’ embodied experiences resist coherence or adherence to nation. 

Identifying with the nation is “more open-ended, variable, and problematic” in the postcolonial, 

possible post-national, postmodern, ostensibly post-everything world. For Hall, there is no 

“unified and stable identity.” Indeed, Hall’s description of a “contradictory and unresolved” 

identity almost exactly mirrors the language of most criticism of Bulosan’s writing style. 

Carlos’s positionlessness embodies Hall’s ideas that “the subject assumes different identities at 

different times, identities which are not unified around a coherent self.”112 In the second half of 

the 20th century, Hall and others who think like him sound the clarion of hybridity. Bulosan 
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could be a precursor to this tradition, an early example, not only in his own thinking but also in 

his formal process, of this transoceanic “New World” that he himself did not imagine. 

This reading is limited, though, by the affective charge of Bulosan’s hybridity. Where the 

horizonless transnational and migrant experience calls his protagonist to move forward with 

hope, the unachievable end of those routes and roads is not, and should not be seen as, positive. 

Hybridity, motion, the longing and failure to be loyal to the nation: these thoughts are only 

perversely life-giving to Carlos, as narrator, and to Bulosan, as author. Melancholia persists as 

the discourse that creates, enables, and legalizes it remains unchanged. As that discourse 

proliferates in the second half of the twentieth century, constructing still more visible and 

invisible matrices for inclusion and exclusion in the nation and redefining allegiance with every 

turn, one imagines that melancholia does not disappear.  
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